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ABSTRACT
Visualizing Ordered Electronic States in
Epitaxial Graphene
Christopher Gutiérrez
Since its physical isolation via the “scotch tape method,” graphene (a monolayer of
graphite) has attracted much attention from both the solid-state and high-energy
scientific communities because its elementary excitations mimic relativistic chiral
fermions. This has allowed graphene to act as a testbed for exploring exotic forms
of symmetry breaking and for verifying certain longstanding theoretical predictions
dating back to the very first formulation of relativistic quantum mechanics. In this
dissertation I describe scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy experiments
that visualize ordered electronic states in graphene that originate from its unique
chiral structure.
Two detailed investigations of chemical vapor deposition graphene grown on copper are presented. In the first, a heretofore unrealized phase of graphene with broken
chiral symmetry called the Kekulé distortion is directly visualized. In this phase,
√
√
the graphene bond symmetry breaks and manifests as a ( 3 × 3)R30◦ charge density wave. I show that its origin lies in the interactions between individual vacancies
(“ghost adatoms”) in the crystalline copper substrate that are mediated electronically
by the graphene. These interactions induce the formation of a hidden order in the
positions of the ghost adatoms that coincides with Kekulé bond order in the graphene
itself. I then show that the transition temperature for this ordering is 300K, suggest-

ing that Kekulé ordering occurs via enhanced vacancy diffusion at high temperature.
In the second, Klein tunneling of electrons is visualized for the first time. Here,
quasi-circular regions of the copper substrate underneath graphene act as potential
barriers that can scatter and transmit electrons. At certain energies, the relativistic
chiral fermions in graphene that Klein scatter from these barriers are shown to fulfill
resonance conditions such that the transmitted electrons become trapped and form
standing waves. These resonant modes are visualized with detailed spectroscopic
images with atomic resolution that agree well with theoretical calculations. The
trapping time is shown to depend critically on the angular momenta quantum number
of the resonant state and the radius of the trapping potential, with smaller radii
displaying the weakest trapping.
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Chapter 1
A Brief Introduction to Scanning
Tunneling Microscopy
1.1

Introduction: Back of the envelope tunneling

In this chapter I introduce the basics of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and
spectroscopy (STS) so that the scientific results presented in the later chapters can
be appreciated by a reader unfamiliar with the technique.
One of the first seemingly paradoxical predictions of quantum theory that one
learns as an undergraduate physics student is that particles (with kinetic energy E)
can transmit through potential barriers, U , even when the barrier energy is greater
than the kinetic energy, E < U . The particle is said to tunnel through the potential
barrier, Fig. 1.1A. In the “classically forbidden” region within the barrier, the form
of the particle’s wavefunction exponentially decays as

ψ ∝ e−kz ,

1

(1.1)
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where z is distance of the particle inside of the barrier and k =

p
2m(U − E)/~. We

now focus on electrons at the surface of metals and other conductive media. The work
function, Φ, of a material is defined as the energy needed to remove an electron from
a surface and into the vacuum. If we set the reference energy in the vacuum as zero,
then (at T = 0) the Fermi energy (the energy of the highest occupied state) of the
metal is at EF = −Φ. If we place two metal plates (with identical work functions),
in close proximity to each other and apply a small bias voltage (eV  Φ) between
them, then a tunneling current is observed. For small voltage biases the energy levels
on both metal plates are close to the Fermi energy and the tunneling current can be
written as
I ∝ |ψ|2 ∝ e−2kz ,
where k =

(1.2)

√
2mΦ/~. Note that the current decays exponentially with the distance

between the plates. For common metals Φ ∼ 5 eV and so 2k ≈ 1Å−1 . Thus the
current drops by an order of magnitude for every 1Å increase in the distance between
the metal surfaces. Using a current amplifier to measure the tunneling current, I,
across the metal plates, one could then detect even subtle changes in their distance
at the atomic scale.

1.2

Scanning tunneling microscopy

The scanning tunneling microscope (STM) was invented by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich
Rohrer and takes advantage of this exponential current-distance relationship [15]. For
their invention they were awarded the Nobel prize in physics in 1986. In simple terms
the microscope works as follows: Using the previous picture of two metal plates,
imagine one of the plates is made very small—this is the probe plate. If this plate
2
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Figure 1.1: The basic tunneling setup. (A) A cartoon diagram of a simple onedimensional square potential of width d. A particle with energy E enters a potential
barrier of size U . (B) A diagram of the constant-current imaging mode in STM. The
tip scans over the sample surface as the height is regulated to maintain a constant
tunneling current at a fixed bias voltage Vb . The result is that the tip traces out
the atomic corrugation of the sample surface. (C) A three-dimensional view of an
experimental constant-current STM image of bismuth selenide, Bi2 Se3 , which resolves
the surface atoms.

3
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is then rastered over the surface of the larger plate (the sample plate), then even
atomic inhomogeneities in the surface height would be read out by the tunneling
current. The true beauty of the STM occurs when the probe plate is replaced with
a sharp metallic tip. If a feed-back loop is engaged to maintain a constant tunneling
current between the sample and tip (by attaching the tip to a piezoelectric crystal,
for example) then these contours of constant tunneling current would represent the
atomic structure of the sample surface, Fig. 1.1B. A representative experimental
STM topograph recorded in constant-current mode is shown in Fig. 1.1C.
A more precise picture of the tunneling current due to the transition of quantum
states between sample (s) and tip (t) due to a voltage bias of V between them is
given by [11, 29]
4πe
I=
~

Z

∞

|Mst |2 [f (EF − eV + E) − f (EF + E)] ρt (EF − eV + E)ρs (EF + E)dE,

−∞

(1.3)
where Mst are tunneling matrix elements connecting states in the tip and sample;
ρi (E) is the density of states at energy E (i = s, t); and f (E) is the Fermi-Dirac
distribution
f (E) =

1
e(E−µ)/kB T

1+

.

(1.4)

We can simplify Eq. (1.3) making three assumptions: (i) At low temperatures the
Fermi-Dirac distribution can be approximated as a step function, (ii) the matrix
elements |Mst |2 are energy-independent in the window (EF ±eV ), and (iii) the density
of states of the probe STM tip is constant. (This last step is a crucial and requires
calibrating the tip on a known surface prior to all experiments.) The tunneling current
then takes the form
4πe
I=
|M |2 ρt
~

Z

eV +EF

ρs (E)dE.
EF

4

(1.5)
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Thus the tunneling current is proportional to the integrated density of states of the
sample. The exponential dependence on the tip height is embedded in the tunneling
matrix element, |M | ∼ e−κz [29] and so the tunneling current contains both structural and electronic information about the surface. A striking example of this dual
information is seen in Fig. 5.5A in Ch. 5.

1.3

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy

Differentiation of Eq. (1.5) shows that the differential conductance is proportional to
the density of states of the sample

G=

dI
(eV ) ∝ ρs (eV ),
dV

(1.6)

at the energy E = eV . This signal is commonly recorded with a lock-in amplifier by
applying a small oscillating voltage, Ṽ , to the setpoint tunneling bias, Vb . The STM
tip allows one to record the local density of states LDOS(r, eV ) with atomic spatial
precision. (I switch notation to not confuse ρ with the electronic charge density.)
Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) is an invaluable tool for probing the electronic
structure of Nature with atomic precision. The various methods for displaying STS
data is shown with an example in Fig. 1.2 for a theoretically calculated dI/dV map
of resonant Klein modes in a graphene quantum dot (see Ch. 5). Different STS
modes derive from various one- or two-dimensional slices of a three-dimensional data
set described below.
STS point spectroscopy involves fixing the STM tip over a point of interest (at
fixed height) and sweeping the bias voltage V while recording the dI/dV signal. This
produces a one-dimensional curve of LDOS(r0 , eV ) at pixel position r0 = (x0 , y0 ),
5
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Figure 1.2: Examples of scanning tunneling spectroscopy data. (A) A theoretically calculated 3D dI/dV map for a graphene quantum dot of radius 5nm and
potential barrier V0 = 0.42eV. (B) STS point spectroscopy is a 1D slice of the dataset
at a particular position in space. This 1D slice corresponds to the red arrow in (A)
and star in (C). (C) A dI/dV (eVb ) map is a 2D slice of the full 3D dataset at a single
energy, E = eVb . This slice corresponds to the blue box in (A). (D) A cross-sectional
dI/dV map. This is a useful way to explore both energy and spatial degrees of freedom for maps that have radial symmetry. This slice corresponds to the green box in
(A).
Fig. 1.2B.
STS (or dI/dV ) mapping involves recording two-dimensional LDOS(r, eV )
images at the tunneling energy E = eV . This can be accomplished by recording
single point spectra pixel-by-pixel over a region of interest. The total dataset is thus
three-dimensional (3D) (Fig. 1.2A), being comprised of two-dimensional sheets of
LDOS(r, eV ) (such as the energy slice shown in Fig. 1.2C) at different energies, eV .
This form of dI/dV mapping is valuable since it can visualize the subtle onset of
6
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electronic events such as the opening of energy gaps or resonant modes in a system.
However, the measurement times needed to record these 3D dI/dV maps can take
several hours or even days, depending on the resolution in both space and energy. A
less time-consuming map is possible if LDOS(r, eVb ) is recorded at a single energy, E =
eVb . This is accomplished by adding a small modulation voltage, Ṽ to the tunneling
bias voltage and recording the dI/dV signal simultaneously with the constant-current
STM topograph. This type of map is referred to as a closed-feedback dI/dV map,
since the feedback is actively engaged.
dz/dV spectroscopy is a kissing cousin of dI/dV and is used to probe states
at voltage biases larger than the typical sample work function, eV & Φ ∼ 5eV. At
such high tunneling biases, resonant states in a triangular potential become classically
accessible, Fig. 1.3A. (In this diagram the classically forbidden region is colored blue.)
These states arise from interference between transmitted and reflected electrons at
the surface and are referred to as field emission resonant (FER) states or Gundlach
oscillations after K.H Gundlach who predicted their existence [42]. These resonances
appear as sharp peaks in dI/dV curves, and the positions of these peaks depend on
the work function of the sample and the shape of the triangular potential, i.e. the
tunneling barrier width. The key use of these FER states is to measure differences
in the local work function of a surface. Comparing the positions of the FER peaks
at different regions of a sample gives a precise measurement of the difference in the
local work function. This mode is used in Ch. 5 to measure the surface potential of
a graphene quantum dot.
So why does one use dz/dV instead of the typical dI/dV to probe the FERs?
Traditional open-feedback (fixed height) spectroscopy is not used at such high voltages
because this creates very large electric fields and can damage both the sample and the
STM tip. Instead, dz/dV works by keeping the feedback-loop engaged while sweeping
7
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the voltage bias and recording the tip-height, z, needed to maintain a constant current,
I0 , throughout. Thus, for the large biases the tip moves away from the surface,
protecting both from damage. In z(V ) curves the FERs appear as steps which means
they appear as peaks in dz/dV , Fig. 1.3C.

8
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Figure 1.3: A diagram of field emission resonant states probed by dz/dV
spectroscopy. (A) The tunneling setup for dz/dV spectroscopy. At tunneling biases
greater than the sample work function, ΦS , resonant states in a triangular potential
become classically accessible. The position of these resonant modes depends on ΦS
and the shape of the triangular potential. (B) By measuring these resonant modes
on different materials, or different regions of a sample, the difference in the work
functions can be measured very precisely. (C) z(V ) curve (black) and its numerical
derivative (red curve). FER states appear as steps in z(V ) and as peaks in dz/dV (V ).

9
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Chapter 2
An Introduction to Graphene and
Its Symmetries
“Graphene” is the term used to describe a single, two-dimensional sheet of graphite.
As will be discussed below, many of the interesting properties of graphene will derive
from this reduced dimensionality. In fact, since the first pioneering paper from Geim
and Novoselov [75], researchers have raced to study other -enes, such as silicene
(silicon) [60] as well as quasi-2D “sheets” of van der Waals materials such as metallic
2H-NbSe2 and semiconducting MoS2 [76].
In this chapter I will derive the electronic bandstructure of graphene using the
tight-binding method. We will see that two extra degrees of freedom—pseudospin
and valley—will emerge to describe the low-energy electronic excitations. Next, I will
discuss the effect on graphene when these two symmetries are broken.

10
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2.1

The electronic bandstructure of graphene

The electronic bandstructure of graphene was first calculated by Wallace [109] nearly
70 years ago. Graphene is composed of carbon atoms forming a honeycomb lattice as
depicted in Fig. 2.1. The honeycomb lattice can be described by two interpenetrating
sublattices denoted A,B shifted by a nearest-neighbor vector |si | = 1.42 Å, Fig.2.1A.
The three nearest neighbor vectors are
√

a
a
s1 = √ (0, 1) , s2 = √
3
3

3 1
,−
2
2

!

a
, s3 = √
3

!
√
3 1
−
,−
,
2
2

(2.1)

where a = 2.46Å is the graphene lattice constant. The direct lattice vectors are

a1 = a (1, 0) , a2 = a

√ !
1 3
,
,
2 2

(2.2)

as shown in Fig. 2.1A (right panel). In what will be useful later in this dissertation,
in Fig. 2.1A I highlight two edge structures of graphene: (1) The “zigzag” edge
which runs along the principal crystallographic directions and (2) the “arm-chair”
edge which runs along the directions of the C-C bonds.
Next, the reciprocal lattice vectors of graphene, Fig. 2.1B, are given by
4π
b1 = √
3a

√

3 1
, ,
2 2

!

4π
, b2 = √ (0, 1) .
3a

(2.3)

We list a few of the unique points in reciprocal space
2π
M = √ (0, 1)
3a
4π
K± =
(±1, 0)
3a
11

(2.4)
(2.5)
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Figure 2.1: The structure of graphene. (a) Graphene honeycomb lattice with
the sublattices A/B colored red/blue. The nearest-neighbor vectors are displayed in
the left panel and the direct lattice vectors in the right panel. (b) The hexagonal
Brillouin zone (solid line) of graphene, with unique points in reciprocal space noted
(solid circles). The reciprocal lattice vectors (bi , green) form a likewise hexagonal
structure (dotted line). (c) The electronic bandstructure of graphene (neglecting
next-to-nearest hopping) from Eq. (2.12). The hexagonal Brillouin zone is depicted
with the blue line. (d) Zoomed view of the bandstructure near one of the Fermi
points. This is the famous graphene Dirac cone.
12
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Atomic carbon has 4 valence electrons. In graphene, three of these electrons take
part in the strong, localized sp2 (σ-bonds) in-plane bonding network and do not
participate in conductivity. The sole remaining electron is in the 2pz orbital (π-,π ∗ bands) and is responsible for the conductivity of graphene. Since there are two C
atoms per unit cell (Fig. 2.1A, right panel) that each contribute one valence electron
to the two energy bands (π/π ∗ ), the Fermi energy, EF , lies directly at the half-filled
point where the two bands meet.
We can use the second-quantized formalism of the tight-binding model to describe
the electronic band structure of graphene [13]. We will use ai to denote the annihilation of a sublattice-A electron at site i and bj the likewise annihilation of an
electron on sublattice-B at site j. The tight-binding Hamiltonian with on-site and
nearest-neighbor electronic hopping is given by

H = −t

X


X †
X †
a†i bj + b†j ai + EA
ai ai + E B
bj bj ,
i

hi,ji

(2.6)

j

where t is the electronic hopping integral (t ∼ 2.8 eV) [74], hi, ji denotes summation
only over nearest neighbors, and EA/B are the on-site energies for electrons on the
A/B sublattices. For pristine, undoped graphene we set these on-site energies equal
and set them to the Fermi energy at zero, EA = EB = EF = 0. We now look for
eigenstate solutions of the form
!
ψk =

A

X

eik·ri a†i

+B

i

X

eik·rj b†j

|0i ,

(2.7)

j

where A and B are coefficients of the A/B sublattice wavefunctions. Let’s recall the

13
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fermionic anti-commutation relations
n
o
†
ai , ai0 = δii0
n
o
†
bj , bj 0 = δjj 0
n
o
†
ai , bj = 0.

(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)

Applying the tight-binding Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.1) to the first term in the trial
eigenstate in Eq. (2.7) and using the anti-commutation relations above we get

− tA

XX

eik·ri b†i |0i .

(2.11)

i

hi,ji

Next, using that the A/B sublattices are related via

rj = ri + s1
ri = rj − s1

(2.12)

we arrive at
− tAφk

X

eik·rj b†j |0i ,

(2.13)

j

where

φk = 1 + eik·(s2 −s1 ) + eik·(s3 −s1 )
φk = 1 + eikx a/2 e−iky

√
3a/2

+ e−ikx a/2 e−iky

√

3a/2

.

(2.14)

Proceeding similarly for the second term in Eq. (2.2), the Hamiltonian eigenvalue

14
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problem can be written
!
Hψk = −t Bφ∗k

X

eik·ri a†i + Aφk

X

i

eik·rj b†j

|0i .

(2.15)

j

Comparing Eq. (2.10) to Eq. (2.2) this can be put into matrix form
 

 
∗
A
 0 φk   A 
Ek   = −t 
 .
B
φk 0
B

(2.16)

The eigenvalues are
q
√
Ek = ±t|φk | = ±t 3 + 2 cos(kx a) + 4 cos(kx a/2) cos( 3ky a/2).

(2.17)

This band structure is plotted in Fig. 2.1C. The Brillouin zone is highlighted in blue.
We now understand why graphene is conductive: Although the π band is completely
filled (at T = 0) and the π ∗ band is completely empty, there is no energy gap where
the two bands meet. Thus graphene is a semi-metal.

2.2

Relativistic fermions at low energy

At zero doping, the Fermi “surface” is composed of six points where the conduction
band touches the valence band. This point where both bands meet, Fig. 2.1D, is
called the Dirac point and the surrounding energy landscape the Dirac cone. To see
why we expand Eq. (2.15) around these points, k = q + K± = (qx ± 4π/3, qy ), where
q is small, and keep only terms first order in qi (i = x, y)
√
φq+K± = −

3a
(±qx − iqy ).
2

15
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Eq. (2.17) then reduces to [81, 13, 67]


Hk,± ψk = ~vF 
√

where vF =

3at
2~


0
±kx + iky

±kx − iky 
 ψk ,
0

(2.19)

≈ 106 m/s is the Fermi velocity of graphene and I have now set

k = q + Kξ where ξ = ±, i.e. the crystal momentum is now measured from the two
inequivalent Dirac points. The energy eigenvalues are given by

Ek = ±~vF |k|.

(2.20)

The ± sign in the eigenenergies pertains to the π ∗ (electron) and π (hole) energy
bands, respectively. Importantly the dispersion is now photon-like, with the Fermi
velocity replacing the speed of light. This dispersion is linear akin to massless particles
compared to the massive parabolic dispersion, Ek =

~2 k2
,
2me

of the free electron gas.

Of special note is that there are two copies of the Hamiltonian after linearization
around the two inequivalent Dirac points. Why are these called “Dirac” points? We
can use the Pauli spin matrices to rewrite the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.19) as

Hk,+ = ~vF σ · k.

(2.21)

At the other point in reciprocal space, K− , the Hamiltonian takes the form
Hk,− = −~vF σ ∗ · k

(2.22)
A/B

B T
using the previous eigenbasis ψk = (φA
− , φ− ) , where φ±

corresponds to the the

wavefunctions on the A/B sublattice at the K± points. We can get a more symmetric
16
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form of the Hamiltonian if we follow [27, 49, 59] and instead use a different basis set
A T
ζk = (φB
− , φ− ) at this K-point. With this basis set the Hamiltonian (Eq. (2.22))

reads
Hk,− = −~vF σ · k.

(2.23)

The Hamiltonians in Eqs. (2.21) and (2.23) now have the form of the famous
Dirac equation for relativistic fermions (with opposing signs at the two inequivalent
Dirac points) [35]. Amazingly, at low energies (. 1 eV) the electrons in graphene
are described using Dirac’s formalism for ultra-relativistic electrons and positrons,
i.e. holes. This effective relativistic behavior at low energies has made graphene the
perfect table-top laboratory for exloring quantum relativistic effects such as the Klein
paradox (tunneling through infinite barriers) [58, 92, 57, 114, 96] which is discussed
in Ch. 5.
At finite doping, the placement of the Dirac point relative to the Fermi energy can
be used to calculate the charge density in graphene. The number of electronic states
per unit area is given by the usual expression for a two-dimensional free electron gas

ρe = 2 × 2 ×

πkF2
EF2
=
,
(2π)2
π~2 vF2

(2.24)

where I have included two factors of 2 for the electron spin and valley degeneracies.
Measured relative to the Fermi energy, the electron (EF > ED ) or hole (EF < ED )
density in graphene is given by Eq. (2.24) with ED , the energy at the Dirac point,
replacing EF . The graphene density of states is then given by differentiation of Eq.
(2.24) with respect to the energy,

DOS(E) =

2Ac
|E|,
π~2 vF2

17
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where Ac is the area of the graphene unit cell. As expected, the density of states is
linear with respect to the energy as expected for a light-like dispersion relation, Eq.
(2.20).

2.3

Pseudospin, valley index, and chirality

A key difference between the high-energy Dirac equation and Eqs. (2.21) and (2.23)
is that the role of the true electron spin in the former is now played by the twocomponent structure of the A/B sublattice wavefunction, Eq. (2.7), in the latter.
This extra degree of freedom is called the pseudo-spin or sublattice index. Although
I use the prefix “pseudo” the pseudospin behaves as a true spin. This can be seen by
finding the eigenvectors of Eqs. (2.22) and (2.24). If I use the short-hand notation
p± = px ±ipy = |p|e±iθk , where tan θk = py /px , in these Hamiltonians the eigenvectors


B T
B
A T
in the |ψK+ i = φA
,
φ
and
|ψ
i
=
φ
,
φ
bases are given by
K
−
+
+
−
−




−iθ /2
1 e k 
ψK+ ,±E = √ 
 , ψK− ,±E
2 ±e+iθk /2



−iθ /2
1 ∓e k 
=√ 
.
+iθk /2
2
e

(2.26)

Note that there is a eiθk phase difference between the two A/B sublattice wavefunctions, a result of the honeycomb lattice structure. Interestingly, if this phase is rotated
by 2π the wavefunction flips sign, indicating that the electrons in graphene have a
Berry phase of π. This behavior upon rotation by 2π is a trait of spin 1/2 particles,
and so the pseudo-spin behaves as a true spin. This π Berry phase was experimentally
verified in [119]. Pristine graphene is said to observe sublattice symmetry when the
relative amplitudes of the electronic wavefunctions on each sublattice are equal, i.e.
there is no energetic distinction between an electron occupying an A or B sublattice
18
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site.
Another graphene degree of freedom springs from the two copies of the Dirac
equation, Eq. (2.19), originating from two unique Dirac points. This extra degree
of freedom is called the valley index. A compact way to combine both degrees of

B
B
A T
freedom is to use a 4-component eigenbasis of the form |Ψi = φA
. The
+ , φ+ , φ− , φ−
total Hamiltonian (after linearization) appears as


0 0
0
kx − iky


 kx + iky
0 0
0

Hk = ~vF 

0 0
0
−kx + iky


−kx − iky
0
0 0


0
 σ·k

= ~vF 
.
0
−σ · k











(2.27)

(2.28)

where I use the shorthand notation k± = kx ± iky .
Put into this form the right hand side of Eq. (2.27) displays a unique property that
relates the sublattice and valley indices: chirality. The projection of the pseudospin
vector onto the momentum has an opposite sign on the two inequivalent Dirac points,
K± —thus graphene electrons (at low energies near the Dirac points) have a definite
handedness. This is depicted in Fig. 2.2. We can use the quantum mechanical
chirality operator to quantify this handedness

χ̂ =

σ·p
.
|p|

(2.29)

This chirality operator clearly commutes with the Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.27), and
thus chirality is a good quantum number in graphene. A practical consequence of
19
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Figure 2.2: Pseudospin texture and chirality in graphene. (A) Graphene Brillouin zone at finite n-doping. The pseudospin (blue) vector is aligned (K+ ) or antialigned (K− ) with momenta (red) depending on the valley index and energy band.
This gives a chirality of ±1 on opposite points of the Brillouin zone. (B) Crosssectional view displaying the Dirac cone and pseudospin texture for electrons and
holes at the inequivalent Dirac cones.
this chirality is that electronic back-scattering in pristine graphene (as well as in
carbon nanotubes [2]) is strongly suppressed [74]. As seen in Fig. 2.3A, in order for backscattering to occur within the same Dirac cone—so-called “intra-valley”
scattering—the pseudospin vector must flip sign upon sending k → −k. This can occur in the presence of smooth on-site disorder potentials (i.e. diagonal elements in Eq.
(2.26)) [81] with a characteristic length-scale much larger than the C-C bond length,
λscatterer 

√4π
3|K|

= 4.26Å. (Shorter ranged disorder can induce both intra- and inter-

valley scattering [105].) Figure 2.3B displays a series of real-space dI/dV (eV ) images
depicting intravalley scattering in graphene due to charged impurities in the underlying SiO2 substrate [117]. The insets show characteristic rings of radius δq = 2kF
in the corresponding Fourier transforms. Long-wavelength scattering (∼ 10 nm) was
also seen on graphene/hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) heterostructures [113]. Here
“smooth” atomic step-edges (steps that occur over a perpendicular distance of 20Å)
20
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Figure 2.3: Intra- and inter-valley scattering in graphene. (A) Intravalley
scattering process. Here, the pseudo-spin flips direction upon backscattering on opposite ends of the same Dirac cone. The scattering wavelength of such processes is
long-ranged, going as ∼ π/kF . (B) Experimental real-space dI/dV STM images of
intravalley scattering at different energies. Insets: FT images of dI/dV maps depicting the intravalley scattering pattern at the BZ center. (Image adapted from [117].)
(C) Intervalley scattering process. Here the electronic state flips valley index upon
backscattering. (D) STM images of the R3 pattern near defects in epitaxially-grown
graphene-silicon carbide. (E) FT image displaying the R3 pattern in reciprocal space.
The disk-like features surrounding the K-points are due to finite charge doping. (Image adapted from [89].)
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in the underlying hBN acted as a long-range scatterer for intra-valley processes.
The other backscattering process in graphene involves scattering between inequivalent Dirac cones, so-called “inter-valley scattering.” In this scheme, depicted in
Fig. 2.3C for finite doping, the electron (or hole) flips its valley index upon sending k → −k. Due to the unique Fermi surface of graphene, this scattering process
√
√
produces a ( 3 × 3)R30◦ scattering pattern as seen in real-space STM images in
Fig. 2.3D. (For brevity I will refer to this pattern as R3 .) In reciprocal space this
appears as bright peaks at the graphene K-points, Fig. 2.3E. At finite doping, these
features appear as diffuse rings of radius 2kF (as measured from the Dirac point,
Fig. 2.3C) due to the pseudospin texture [89, 65]. Unlike purely intravalley scattering due to smooth, extended disorder potentials, intervalley scattering occurs due to
short-ranged, atomically sharp features in graphene such as carbon vacancies [103],
substitutional dopants [120], adatoms [37] and ring defects [89]. This process (like
intravalley scattering) is normally forbidden by symmetry in pristine graphene. This
can be understood from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.27): There are no block (2 × 2)
off-diagonal matrix elements connecting the inequivalent K± valleys. In the presence
of atomic short-ranged disorder the inequivalent valleys ± are connected by the scattering wavevector, locally breaking the chiral symmetry: A chirality state of χ = +1
transitions to a state of χ = −1, thus chirality is no longer a good quantum number.

2.4

Symmetry-broken gapped states in graphene

The previous section described ways that the sublattice and chiral (valley) symmetries
break locally due to disorder at various length scales. Here I show how these broken
symmetries affect the energy dispersion of graphene by opening energy gaps at the
Dirac point. These states are of great interest from a technological standpoint as
22
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sizable energy gaps are required in order for graphene to perform as a logic device.
From a physics standpoint these gapped states offer solid-state analogs for exploring—
and fine-tuning—symmetry breaking processes, such as the chiral symmetry breaking
in quantum chromodynamics [6, 5, 4, 3], at low energies within the comforts of one’s
own laboratory.

2.4.1

Sublattice symmetry breaking

The A/B sublattice symmetry can be broken by interactions between graphene and
underlying substrates such as SiC [124] and hBN [51] or through disorder that preferentially affects one sublattice over the other such as substitutional nitrogen dopants
in graphene [120, 115]. For the cases of substrate-induced sublattice symmetry breaking, energy gaps of ∼ 260meV and ∼ 21meV were measured on SiC [124] and hBN
[51], respectively. These gapped states occur when the on-site electronic energies,
EA/B , differ on each sublattice. We can see this by treating the last two terms in Eq.
(2.6) as a perturbing potential

VSLSB = EA

X

a†i ai + EB

i

X

b†j bj

(2.30)

j

EB + EB + EA − EA X †
EA + EA + EB − E B X †
ai ai +
bj bj
2
2
i
j

X


EA + EB EA − EB
EA + EB EA − EB X †
†
=
+
ai ai +
−
bj bj
2
2
2
2
i
j
X †
X †
= (EF + ∆SL )
ai ai + (EF − ∆SL )
b j bj

=

i

(2.31)
(2.32)
(2.33)

j

where in the last line I set the average on-site energy to the Fermi energy, EF =
1
(EA
2

+ EB ), and rewrote the difference term as ∆SL = 12 (EA − EB ). Setting EF = 0 as

our zero energy level this allows us to write the total linearized Hamiltonian in Eq.
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Figure 2.4: Energy gap-opening due to sublattice symmetry breaking. The
band structure of graphene displays energy gaps at the Dirac points. A zoom-in of
one of the Dirac cones shows the structure and size of the energy gap.
(2.26) as


HkSLSB

∆SL


 ~vF k+

=

0


0

~vF k−



0 0

−∆SL

0 0

0

−∆SL

−~vF k−

0

−~vF k+

∆SL





,




(2.34)

where I used the shorthand notation k± = kx ± iky . The eigenenergies of this
symmetry-broken state are then given by

EkSLSB

q
= ± ~2 vF2 |k|2 + ∆2SL .
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Thus the A/B sublattice symmetry breaking opens an energy gap of

EgSLSB = 2∆SL = EA − EB

(2.36)

at the Dirac point, analogous to endowing the previous (effectively) massless graphene
electrons with a mass. This is plotted in Fig. 2.4 for ∆SL = t/8, where t is the nearestneighbor hopping strength.

2.4.2

Chiral symmetry breaking and the Kekulé phase

The chiral (valley) symmetry in graphene can be broken by connecting the inequivalent K± points in the graphene BZ. This can be achieved by introducing a periodic
potential or distortion in graphene with this exact wavevector, qdist = K± , which, in
real space, would appear as a larger R3 super cell. This type of periodicity would turn
the K-points into reciprocal lattice points in a new, smaller Brillouin zone (Fig. 2.5).
This would not only fold the inequivalent K-points to each other, but also fold them to
the BZ center at the Γ-point. One way to introduce this periodicity would be to place
√
graphene on a hexagonal substrate with lattice parameter asub ≈ 3agraph = 4.26Å
such as InAs(111) [110].
Another way that has been suggested [21, 49, 55] to lift the chiral symmetry
in graphene would be to induce a periodic lattice distortion in the graphene itself
such that the C-C bond symmetry breaks and forms a R3 super-cell. This bond
symmetry-broken phase of graphene is called the Kekulé distortion. The name is
derived Friedrich August Kekulé who solved the structure of benzene, (C6 H6 ), 150
years ago [87]. The benzene molecule gives a hint as to what the distorted graphene
would look like. In pristine, undistorted graphene (Fig. 2.6A) all the C-C bonds
have the same length, s = 1.42Å. This is equivalent to the nearest-neighbor hopping
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Figure 2.5: Brillouin zone folding from R3 periodicity. (A) The undistorted
graphene Brillouin zone (solid green hexagon). The reciprocal lattice vectors bi connect the Γ-points.
√ (B) Due to the R3 periodicity the reciprocal lattice vectors shrink
by a factor of 1/ 3 and are rotated by 30◦ . This connects the Dirac cones by a reciprocal lattice vector, making them equivalent. The new Brillouin zone (solid orange
hexagon) is 1/3 the size of the undistorted zone. (C) The upshot of this folding is
that the Dirac cones are made equivalent and folded to Γ.
integral, tij , having the same value throughout the graphene lattice. We can make
graphene look like benzene by alternating the strength of the hopping term around
a closed loop (Fig. 2.6B). Here, three of the C-C bonds are contracted by 24% (an
exaggerated value for visual clarity). The R3 periodicity is more apparent if I color
every other graphene unit cell red, green, or blue (RGB) (Fig. 2.6B, right). Since this
bonding network creates alternating large/small circular rings I call this distortion
“Kekulé-O.” We can create an alternate distortion by instead contracting the bonds
around a single carbon site (and expanding the next-to-nearest bonds). Although this
displays a different bond pattern, the RGB color-coded unit cells display the same
26
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Figure 2.6: Kekulé distortions in the graphene lattice. (A) Three unit cells
in undistorted graphene showing C-C bond symmetry. Right: Direct lattice vectors
that repeat the pattern. (B) A Kekulé distortion I call “Kekulé-O” that mimics the
benzene ring. In this cartoon every other C-C bond contracts by 24% yet preserves
the bond angle symmetry, θi = 120◦ . Right: By color-coding the unit cells by three
different colors (red, green, blue, or RGB) the new R3 periodicity is clear. (C) A
different Kekulé distortion that contracts around a single carbon site and expands
in the surrounding environment, breaking the bond-angle symmetry. We call this
distortion “Kekulé-Y.” Right: Although the bond-symmetry is different, the RGBcolored pattern reveals the same R3 periodicity.
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R3 super-cell. Since the contracted bonds appear as ‘Y’ shapes I call this flavor of
the distortion “Kekulé-Y.”
How does this periodic lattice distortion affect the graphene Hamiltonian? The
Kekulé distortion can manifest by applying a hopping texture given by (t → t + δtr,i )
where the new term is given by [21, 49]

δtr,i =

∆χ iK+ ·si iG·r ∆χ ∗ −iK+ ·si −iG·r
e
e
+
e
e
,
3
3

(2.37)

where ∆χ is a complex number with the magnitude of the perturbed hopping strength
and G = K+ −K− is a wavevector coupling the K± points. Making ∆χ complex allows
one to write ∆χ = ∆x + i∆y and describe a specific Kekulé orientation, or “color”
in the RGB mosaic. This Kekulé hopping texture can be treated as a perturbing
potential, VKek , that breaks the graphene chiral symmetry. In Fourier space, after
linear expansion near the K± points, this term can be written [55, 49]
VKek = ∆χ a†k,+ bk,− + ∆∗χ b†k,− ak,+ + ∆χ b†k,+ ak,− + ∆∗χ a†k,− bk,+ .
B
B
A
In the |Ψi = φA
+ , φ+ , φ− , φ−

T

eigenbasis this takes the matrix form


VKek

(2.38)

0 0



 0 0

=

 ∆χ 0

0 ∆χ
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∆∗χ

0

0

∆∗χ

0 0
0 0






.




(2.39)
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The full Hamiltonian displaying the Kekulé distortion can then be written


HkKek

∆∗χ

0
0
~vF k−


 ~vF k+
0 ∆∗χ
0

=

∆χ 0
0
−~vF k−


0 ∆χ
−~vF k+
0






.




(2.40)

The energy eigenvalues appear identical to that of Eq. (2.34) with the “chiral gap,”
∆χ , replacing the “sublattice gap,” ∆SL :
EgKek

q
= ~2 vF2 |k|2 + |∆χ |2 .

(2.41)

Thus breaking the chiral symmetry through the Kekulé distortion also opens an energy gap in graphene.
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Chapter 3
Geometric Phase Analysis in
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
3.1

Introduction

Essentially all data recorded from an STM (or other scanned probe microscopy (SPM)
systems) can be reduced to 2D matrices (or stacks of 2D matrices, in the case of
dI/dV maps). Mathematically we can express such sheets of data as T (r, E), where
T is the value of the visualized data (topographic height, tunneling current, dI/dV )
recorded at the tip position, r = (x, y), at the tunneling energy E = eVb , and Vb is
the tunneling bias voltage. (For the sake of brevity I will drop the explicit energy
dependence for the rest of this chapter.) Beyond simply plotting the 2D matrix
with a beautiful colorscale, there is a heap of valuable information encoded in T (r).
In this chapter I will discuss a simple, yet powerful method for extracting the local
amplitude and phase of spatial modulations in SPM images: geometric phase analysis
(GPA) [52, 54, 53]. I will first introduce the mathematical basis for GPA and display
some theoretical examples. I will then show how GPA can be used to detect slight
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shifts in the A-B sublattice symmetry in graphene. I will conclude with one of the
more useful applications of GPA in STM analysis, the Lawler-Fujita algorithm for
correcting images for temporal drift and piezo creep.

3.2

Mathematical Basis and Amplitude Mapping

Following Hÿtch [52, 54, 53], Lawler [61, 45] and Main [64] the perfect topographic
STM image would be expressed by

T (r) =

X

Ak eigk ·r ,

(3.1)

±,k

where gk is the kth Bragg vector and Ak is the corresponding Fourier amplitude of that
mode (Fig. 3.1a). While visually pleasing, scientifically this would be a boring dataset
to analyze. Thankfully, Nature is much more interesting and spatial inhomogeneities
can exist in a crystal that alter this perfect picture. The first deviation from perfection
that we will look at is in the amplitude of a given periodicity. This allows us to rewrite
Eq. (1.1),
T (r) =

X

Ak (r)eigk ·r .

(3.2)

±,k

How do we extract the spatial amplitudes, Ak (r)? Much like an electronic lock-in
amplifier, what we are seeking is the strength of a (spatial) oscillation with frequency,
or wavevector, gk . In both cases we multiply our noisey data signal by this input
signal then average (in this case over space) with a characteristic lengthscale, L.
Mathematically this process takes the form
X
r0

0

T (r)e−igk ·r

XX
1 −|r−r20 |2
1 −|r−r20 |2
0
e 2L =
Ak (r)eigk ·(r−r )
e 2L
2πL
2πL
0
|
{z
} ±,k r
|
{z
}
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where the underbraced terms are 2D Gaussian convolutions that accomplish the spatial averaging. The result of the right hand side of Eq. (1.3) is to pick out only the
kth Fourier amplitude, which we conveniently write

Ak (r) =

X

0

T (r)e−igk ·r

r0

1 −|r−r20 |2
e 2L .
2πL

(3.4)

Note that Ak (r) is a complex quantity, so it also contains the local phase information,
θk (r). We can make this explicit by writing
Ak (r) = Mk (r)eiθk (r) ,

(3.5)

where Mk (r) = |Ak (r)| is the magnitude of kth spatial mode. In practice, the magnitude is the more useful value.
Let’s see what this looks like in practice. In Fig. 3.1C, I show an artificial STM
image of a triangular lattice with a spatially-varing “atomic” amplitude, A(r) (shown
in Fig. 3.1B). (Here, all three Bragg components are made equal.) The result of the
Fourier amplitude analysis (Fig. 3.1) accurately extracts the Fourier amplitudes.

3.3

Application: Sub-lattice Symmetry Breaking

As described in Ch. 2, graphene is composed of two inter-penetrating hexagonal
lattices, usually denoted A and B. The two lattices differ in space by the nearest
√
neighbor vector s1 = (a/ 3)ŷ, where a = 0.246 nm is the graphene lattice constant.
The perfect STM topography of graphene could then be described by

T (r) =

X

Ak (r)eiQk ·r +

±,k

X
±,k
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Bk (r)eiQk ·(r+s1 ) .

(3.6)
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Figure 3.1: Fourier amplitude mapping. (A) Ideal honeycomb lattice, with constant Fourier amplitude A=1. (B) Spatially-varying Fourier amplitudes. (C) A honeycomb lattice with the spatially-varying Fourier amplitudes in (B). (D) The results
of the Fourier amplitude analysis. Notice that we accurately extract the magnitude
of the modulation but not the sign. For this we need phase information.
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Here Ak (r) and Bk (r) denote the local strength of the A and B sublattices, respectively. Noting that eiQk ·s1 = e−2πi/3 for each k, we can write Eq. (3.6) as

T (r) =

X
X
(Ak (r) + Bk (r)e−2πi/3 )eiQk ·r +
(Ak (r) + Bk (r)e+2πi/3 )e−iQk ·r ,
k

(3.7)

k

where each sum is over three opposite sets of Bragg peaks in Fourier space. Assuming
A(r) and B(r) are real, we can solve for the local modulations by picking any two
pairs of Bragg points and grouping their Fourier components into real and imaginary
parts,
√
3
Bk (r)i
Zk (r) =(Ak (r) − Bk (r)/2) −
2
√
3
∗
Bk (r)i,
Zk (r) =(Ak (r) − Bk (r)/2) +
2

(3.8)
(3.9)

where Z is the complex amplitude of the e+iQ·r peaks and Z ∗ the amplitude for the
opposing peaks at e−iQ·r . Combining Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (3.9) the local A and B
modulations can be expressed as
1
Ak (r) =Re{Zk } + √ Im{Zk }
3
2
Bk (r) = − √ Im{Zk }.
3

(3.10)
(3.11)

These can be found using the amplitude mapping scheme described earlier.

3.4

Phase Mapping, Displacement Fields

Although many times we are interested in the amplitude of a spatial modulation, the
local phase information can tell us how the wavevector in question varies in space.
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We can see this by combining Eqs. (3.2) and (3.5)

T (r) =

X

Mk (r)ei(gk ·r+θk (r))

(3.12)

Mk (r)ei(gk ·r+gk ·u(r))

(3.13)

Mk (r)eigk ·(r+u(r)) .

(3.14)

i

T (r) =

X

T (r) =

X

i

i

Here we have expressed the local phase as

θk (r) = gk · u(r),

(3.15)

where u(r) is a local displacement field. This two-dimensional vector field shifts the
positions of the atomic lattice at position r from perfect periodicity by the vector u(r).
This ability for the local phase information to pick out shifts or even discontinuities
in atomic lattices is especially powerful for the analysis of dislocations in crystals
[54, 53]. In local phase maps, a single dislocation appears as a vortex in the phase
(Fig. 3.2), where there is a discontinuous jump in the phase by ±2πn (n an integer)
around the dislocation.
As a real-world example, I apply my GPA code to a high-resolution transmission
electron microscope (TEM) image of a strain soliton in bilayer graphene (Fig. 3.3A)
[1]. This occurs when the stacking order in bilayer graphene transitions from AB to
BA, with the two areas separated by a soliton boundary. Figure 3.3 is an example of a
shear boundary: the displacement vector, ∆u, is parallel to the boundary. In simple
terms, the shear strain produces an extra column of atoms along the boundary (Fig.
3.3A, top inset). If we look at a pair of atomic fringes (circled Bragg points the in
central inset FFT), the local phase image (Fig. 3.3B) visualizes the soliton boundary
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Figure 3.2: GPA of a single dislocation. (a) High resolution electron microscope
image of an edge dislocation (seen on-end) in silicon. View orientation is [11̄0]. The
inset is the Fourier transform. (b) (111) lattice fringes obtained by filtering (magnified
for display purposes). (c) (111̄) lattice fringes. (d) Phase image of (111) lattice
fringes. (e) Phase image of (111̄) lattice fringes. The color range is 0 to 2π rad.
(Image adapted from [53].)
as a series of point dislocations.
Apart from detecting atomic dislocations, the vector fields u(r) can be useful for
detecting physical strain in a crystal. Assuming there is no temporal drift (or other
systematic error in the experimental scanning probe), the strain fields reveal physical
strain in the system. Recently this was used to correlate strain with subtle shifts in
the Dirac point in crystalline topological insulators [116].

3.5

Lawler-Fujita Correction Algorithm

Depending on the number of pixels in the image and the raster speed of the STM
tip across the surface, a typical STM topograph can take minutes or up to an hour
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Figure 3.3: GPA of a soliton wall. (A) High resolution transmission electron
microscope image of a shear soliton boundary between AB- and BA-stacked bilayer
graphene. (Image courtesy A.W. Tsen and appears in [1].) Top inset: A cartoon
of the boundary. Central inset: Fourier transform of (A) with the Bragg vectors in
question, gk , highlighted. (B) The local phase map, θk (r), of the kth mode of (A).
Across the soliton wall the phase suffers a discontinuity of 2π.
to complete a measurement. Even more troublesome, dI/dV spectroscopy maps can
take several hours or even days to record. During this time the sample may drift with
respect to the scanned probe. One of the more useful applications of the geometric
phase analysis of STM data is the ability to extract the displacement fields, u(r).
We can use these fields to tease out the perfect atomic lattice buried in the drifty
experimental data. This algorithm was first put forward by Lawler and Fujita [61]
and was used to detect the breaking of spatial symmetry within a single unit cell of
BSCCO.
In a measured STM topograph or dI/dV map, the atomic lattice is distorted by
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u(r). The measuremed topograph can be expressed using Eq. (3.14)

T (r) = M0

X

eigk ·(r+u(r)) ,

(3.16)

±,k

where we have set the spatial amplitude, M0 , constant for simplicity. As mentioned
in Section 1.2, for a perfectly periodic lattice—free of distortions—the local phase,
θk (r), would be constant in space. We thus need to find the affine transformation
that maps the distorted lattice onto the perfect atomic lattice. This is the same as
finding the transformation that makes θ1 (r), θ2 (r) constant in all space, θ¯1 , θ¯2 .
Let r be the point on the measured distorted image and

r̃ = r − u(r)

(3.17)

the point on the corrected image. If we choose two distinct Bragg vectors, the transformation can be expressed by a system of equations:

g1 · r + θ1 (r) = g1 · r̃ + θ¯1

(3.18)

g2 · r + θ2 (r) = g2 · r̃ + θ¯2 .

(3.19)

To be clear, the left-hand side is the measured (distorted) spatial phases; the righthand side is the perfectly periodic (undistorted) spatial phases after transforming
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r → r̃. Solving for r̃ and expressing the system of equations in matrix form yields
 
  

¯
r̃x 
rx  θ1 (r) − θ1 
G  = G  + 

r̃y
ry
θ2 (r) − θ¯2
   


¯
r̃x  rx 
θ1 (r) − θ1 
⇒   =   + G−1 
.
r̃y
ry
θ2 (r) − θ¯2

(3.20)

(3.21)

Comparing Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3.21) we see that the displacement field is given by




¯
θ1 (r) − θ1 
u(r) = G−1 
,
θ2 (r) − θ¯2
where




1
gx

G=

(3.22)

gy1 

gx2 gy2

.

(3.23)

Since the gk are linearly independent, det G 6= 0 and G−1 exists.
One potential source of error in this algorithm is that in a real measurement
there may exist point defects (either real or scan artefacts) in the STM image. As
discussed in Section 3.3 this will produce discontinuities in the phase images. Before
applying the transformation in Eq. (3.22) these discontinuities need to be “healed” by
appropriately adding ±2πn at these discontinuous points to make the phase images
single-valued. In matlab this is achieved by using a phase unwrapping code.
The power of this algorithm is best seen with a real-world example. Figure 4.6D
shows a large-area STM image of epitaxial graphene-Cu(111) foil. As will be discussed
in Ch. 4, in order to test for long-range order of sub-surface copper vacancies one needs
to record the atomic lattice with high resolution throughout the entire image. This can
be a very time-consuming measurement. For instance, this image was recorded with
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1760×1760 pixels with the raster scan time for each pixel, tR = 490µs. Thus the total
time to record the forward and backward scan image is T = 2×(1760)2 ×490×10−6 s =
50.6 min. Even though the sample temperature was 77K, there is still a small amount
of thermal drift as well as the slow adjustment of the STM scanning piezos that
alters the measured atomic lattice from perfect periodicity. This local and variable
distortion from perfect periodicity is difficult to detect “by eye” from real-space STM
images. From Eq. (3.12) it is clear that these distortions are more apparent in the FTSTM images (Fig. 3.4a), where the size (in pixels) of the Bragg vectors are indicative
of the digression from perfect periodicity, i.e. a perfectly hexagonal atomic lattice will
have Bragg vector peaks at a single pixel. After applying the Lawler-Fujita algorithm
the highlighted Bragg peaks (red/blue boxes) in the raw data (Fig. 3.4a), the peaks
are seen to mosty collapse onto a single pixel, indicating long-range hexagonal order.
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Figure 3.4:
Lawler-Fujita algorithm on an STM Topograph. (a) Highresolution FT-STM image of graphene before applying the Lawler-Fujita driftcorrection algorithm. The insets display the spread in the Bragg vectors. (b) The
same FT-STM image after applying the algorithm. The insets now show that the
Bragg vectors collapse nearly entirely onto a single pixel. Thus the real-space STM
topograph is now displays near-perfect hexagonal symmetry throughout the image.
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Chapter 4
Ghost Adatoms Drive Kekulé
Bond Order in Graphene
4.1

Introduction

Graphene is a two-dimensional material with low-energy excitations that mimic relativistic chiral fermions [74]. Electronically, the highly nested structure of this Fermi
surface makes it susceptible to the formation of various spatially ordered phases. One
such broken symmetry state of graphene is the Kekulé distortion (KD) [21, 49] a
C-C bond-density wave in the carbon honeycomb network that periodically alters
the nearest-neighbor electronic hopping strength and takes its name after the historical solution of benzene. The KD is an intrinsic instability in graphene [112, 40]
that triples the unit cell and can be interpreted as the two-dimensional analog of the
Peierls distortion in quasi-1D polyacetylene [21]. This is depicted schematically in
Figure 4.1, where the graphene bond symmetry breaks from equivalent (every sigmabond thin) to inequivalent (alternating thin/thick bonds) in such a way that triples
√
√
the unit cell. These alternating bonds form a ( 3 × 3)R30◦ (R3) super-cell and
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Figure 4.1: Kekulé distortion in graphene. (A) Pristine graphene with direct
lattice vectors (red arrows). (B) Kekulé-Y flavor of graphene with shortened bonds
around sublattice-A atoms (solid black circles). The new unit cell has R3 direct
vectors (yellow arrows). (C) Another way to portray the Kekulé distortion is to color
every other graphene unit cell RGB. The R3 supercell connects unit cells of identical
Kekulé mosaic color.
can take many forms. Figure 4.1B depicts one such Y-bond pattern I call Kekulé-Y.
In the KD phase, the new unit cell of graphene is three times bigger than in pristine
graphene. A convenient way of representing this phase is to tile the pristine graphene
with a three-color mosaic as shown in Fig. 4.1C, with the new unit cell being defined
by the mosaic tiles of a single color.
In practice, pristine graphene does not exhibit the KD phase due to the rigidity
of the graphene lattice and the vanishing electronic density at the Dirac point. One
way that has been suggested [25, 28, 59] to encourage the formation of this phase is
to induce interactions within graphene using adatoms. An adatom on the graphene
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lattice creates electronic ripples in the local density of states (LDOS) due to intervalley
scattering as illustrated in Fig. 4.2A, and can thus break the chiral and/or sublattice
symmetry of graphene in its immediate vicinity. A key feature of the graphene band
structure is that these electronic ripples have the exact same wavelength as the Kekulé
order in graphene (Fig. 4.2B). In the presence of a dilute concentration of adatoms,
the electronic ripples extending from each adatom site cause an effective interaction
to exist between them. If the adatoms are sufficiently mobile, it is predicted that they
will order in such a way that the electronic ripples are in phase throughout the lattice
and strongly amplified (Fig. 4.2D). The electron-lattice interaction in graphene then
causes atomic displacements of the carbon atoms, and the graphene goes into the KD
phase. There are thus two primary phenomena that occur in this scenario. First, a
true charge density wave (CDW) appears in graphene with an R3 periodicity. Second,
all of the adatoms on the graphene are ordered onto one of the three mosaic tiles of
the graphene lattice, even though their positions can otherwise be random in space.
Since this order is only apparent when the graphene lattice is color-coded, it is called
a hidden Kekulé order (HKO) of adatoms.
There has so far been no direct experimental evidence of the KD state in graphene,
though it has been implicated in experiments at high field [23, 24] and in theoretical models of highly strained films [66]. Here I use a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to directly visualize the Kekulé distortion in an epitaxial monolayer
of graphene. I further show that its origin lies in long-range electronic interactions
between graphene and individual atomic vacancies in the copper crystal on which the
graphene is grown—the mechanism predicted by the HKO theory.
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Figure 4.2: Hidden Kekulé ordering of adatoms. (A) Adatoms break translational symmetry on the graphene surface and create R3 oscillations in the graphene
LDOS (yellow arrows). (B) A scattering diagram showing that intervalley scattering
connects the K± points. (C) At elevated temperatures adatoms can move across
the graphene surface. For a random assortment of adatoms (disordered state) the
R3 oscillations interfere destructively. (D) At lower temperatures, the electronic R3
potential due to the other adatoms dominates the thermal motion. Below a particular temperature, Tc , the adatoms form an incomplete R3 lattice—the ordered state.
Without the RGB mosaic, the R3 ordering would be difficult to discern.
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4.2

Novel epitaxial graphene growth on copper foil

The graphene samples in this study are grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
on large, single-crystal Cu(111) domains from commercial copper foils using a novel
growth method [19]. Using this unique recipe, large (∼ 50µm) single-crystal flakes of
graphene are grown in global angular alignment with the underlying Cu(111) domains.
Astonishingly, this alignment between graphene and copper persists down to
the nanometer scale. This is seen in the large-area STM topograph in Fig. 4.3A
which reveals large (∼ 100 nm) ultraflat terraces and long, triangular atomic steps of
graphene-coated copper. Detailed STM images (Fig. 4.3C) show that the vast majority of these copper steps are aligned precisely along the principal crystallographic
(“zigzag”) directions of the graphene lattice. This triangular step structure was not
observed in previous graphene-Cu(111) STM studies [39, 121], and indicates an unusually strong interaction between carbon and copper during the growth and cooling
phases of graphene. I note the existence of a small minority of jagged steps that
have no global orientation, Fig. 4.3B. Atomically-resolved images of these jagged
steps (Fig. 4.3D) show that at short length-scales (∼ 2 − 5 nm) these steps instead
follow along the “armchair” direction of the graphene lattice. Taken together, both
edge structures point to the graphene and top-layer Cu(111) lattices being in perfect
angular alignment in agreement with previous measurements [19].
On atomic terraces the overall flatness of the substrate is comparable to the best
single-crystal preparations of Cu(111) [39, 121] and is four times smoother than the
typical roughness of graphitized copper foils. For comparison, I calculate the root
mean-squared surface roughness, Rrms , from STM topographs of graphene on three
different copper substrates: on bulk Cu(111) crystal [121], (Fig. 4.8B); from a rare
area of the sample on amorphous copper, Fig. 4.4A; and on the recrystallized Cu(111)
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Figure 4.3: Epitaxial graphene-Cu(111) foil surface morphology. (A) 3D
STM image displaying long (∼ 100 nm) triangular single atomic steps of Cu(111).
(B) A different area of the sample displaying long triangular steps and short, jagged
steps. (Image is shown in derivative mode.) (C) Atomically-resolved STM image of
the triangular steps showing that they follow along the “zig-zag” directions of the
graphene. (D) Atomically-resolved STM image of the short, jagged steps showing
that they instead follow along the “arm-chair” directions of the graphene.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of atomic flatness across different copper substrates.
(A) STM image of a rare portion of the surface showing graphene on amorphous
copper foil. Inset: Atomic zoom showing the graphene honeycomb lattice. (B) FT
image of (A). The atomic carbon peaks are highlighted in red circles. (C) Normalized
height histograms across three different graphene-copper surfaces. The solid line is a
guide to the eye.
foil, Fig. 4.3A,B. The surface roughness is given by

Rrms

v
u n
u1 X
zi2 ,
=t
n i

(4.1)

where zi is the apparent STM tip height at the ith pixel and n is the number of pixels. I
extract values of Ramorph = 52.0pm on amorphous copper foil, Rbulk = 14.8pm for bulk
Cu(111), and Rkek = 12.8pm on Kekulé Cu(111) foil. This is neatly summarized in the
histogram, Fig.4.4C. I will show below that in this special growth procedure, the top
layer of the copper substrate that is just below the graphene film is epitaxially matched
to the graphene lattice, providing an ideal environment to observe interactions in the
graphene film.
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4.3

STM observation of graphene Kekulé distortion in reciprocal and real space

Atomic images of the surface further show a rich family of features that differs
markedly from previous STM studies of graphene grown on Cu(111) [39, 121] and
other FCC crystals [31]. I will discuss the various features in turn below, but I first
focus on the central result of this chapter—the presence of a well-defined and commensurate R3 charge-density wave in the graphene honeycomb lattice that is the first
hallmark of the Kekulé distortion described above. In real-space, this can be seen
in the STM topography (Fig. 1i) where the CDW manifests in patches with larger
honeycomb pattern with a darker depression at every-other graphene hollow position,
forming an R3 unit cell (yellow outline) compared to the graphene unit cell (red outline). The CDW can also be seen in the simultaneously acquired spectroscopic image,
or dI/dV map, as a clear triangular pattern with the same R3 periodicity (Fig. 1j). I
note that dI/dV maps reflect the local density of states (LDOS(r, eV )) at a specific
electronic energy, E = eV . As one expects from a true CDW, the wavelength of the
R3 periodicity in dI/dV maps is energy-independent [8]. A better estimate of the
CDW wavelength and its orientation is provided by Fourier transforms (FT) of large
area topographic images such as the one shown in Fig. 4.5C. The FT shows three
distinct sets of periodicities in the system. The outer six well-defined Bragg peaks
correspond to the graphene reciprocal lattice (red circles). The six strong intermediate peaks at the GBZ K-points do not occur in pristine graphene (or on graphene
films grown by traditional CVD processes on copper foils, top inset) and correspond
to the novel R3 CDW (orange circles). Finally, the FT also shows long wavelength
superlattice peaks (central white circle) that also decorate each of the outer Bragg
peaks and the CDW peaks, the origin of which I describe later.
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Figure 4.5: Graphene Kekulé distortion in real and reciprocal space. (A)
STM topograph of Kekulé-distorted graphene. The R3 unit cell (gold diamond) is
imaged as larger honeycomb lattice compared to typical graphene honeycomb (red
diamond). (B) Simultaneously-recorded dI/dV ∼ LDOS(r, eV ) image of (A). The R3
CDW is clearly seen as a triangular lattice (gold diamond). (C) High-resolution FTSTM image of a large area of the graphene surface displaying various sharp peaks: (1)
Graphene atomic carbon peaks at QBragg (red circles); (2) Kekulé R3 CDW peaks at
QCDW (gold circles); and (3) hexagonal superlattice peaks QSP (white circle). Inset:
FT of graphene grown on amorphous copper foil that does not display the extra
structures. (D) Linecuts of (C) showing that the peak at QCDW is ultra-sharp with a
linewidth comparable to the atomic lattice.
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The presence of ultra-sharp peaks at the GBZ K-points is the main signature of the
Kekulé phase in FT images. I note that the wavelength of the Kekulé CDW is identical
to the wavelength of intervalley scattering that is produced by atomically sharp defects
in graphene which has previously been observed by several STM experiments [89,
34, 88, 18, 65]. While the mechanism for the Kekulé distortion I describe below is
intimately related to intervalley scattering, there is an important difference between
the current results and prior observations: In cases where atomically sharp defect
cause intervalley scattering, the shape of the scattering pattern in reciprocal space
depends on the energy at which it is probed. In general, intervalley scattering at
energies far from the Dirac point produces diffuse ring-like features [89, 18] around the
K points (see Ch. 2). In contrast, the R3 peaks I measure are as sharp as the atomic
Bragg peaks (Fig. 4.5D) at all energies, as one expects from a true CDW wave that
imposes a new periodicity on the lattice. This indicates that the correlation length
of the R3 order in the graphene films is truly long range over the field of view of the
STM images. This is further evidenced by the decoration of each GBZ K-point with
the superlattice pattern at q = 0 (Fig. 4.5C, boxed region): As the KD imposes an R3
periodicity on the lattice the reciprocal lattice points of the tripled unit cell coincide
exactly with the K points. Taken all together, these real- and reciprocal-space STM
images prove the existence of the KD phase in the epitaxial graphene.

4.4

Kekulé ordering of atomic features

A hint to the mechanism behind the Kekulé distortion is provided by the presence
of a dilute (ρghost = ((2.36 ± 0.34) × 1013 cm−2 ) ensemble of atomically sharp features
that pepper the topographic images (black arrows, Fig. 4.5A). These atomic features
(AFs) have a uniform height and appear as bright spots in STM images. A close-up
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image of one of these features is shown in Figure 4.6A, which shows that it has atomic
dimensions. By taking images where multiple AFs are located close together as shown
in Fig. 4.6B, we clearly see that the AFs hexagonally close-pack with the periodicity
of the R3 CDW. To better visualize this order between the AFs, I tile the graphene
lattice points by three colors as shown in Fig. 4.6B (right panel). In this RGB mosaic
representation of the graphene lattice, Kekulé order corresponds to picking out one of
the three colors of the lattice. In this representation, all the AFs in Fig. 4.6B would
be “colored” blue.
It is very clear from close-up images such as the one in Fig. 4.6B that the AFs
locally cluster on the Kekulé lattice. But to what length scale does this ordering
persist? To probe this, I image large areas with extremely high resolution to identify
both the graphene lattice and AF positions at every point in space. I then tile the
graphene lattice by the RGB mosaic across the entire image as described above. I
can then uniquely determine the “color” of each AF in the image and study the color
structure of the AFs across large length scales. Figure 4.6D displays the results of
this procedure on a 204Å×204 Åarea of the sample. Astonishingly, we can clearly
see that the individual AFs are ordered on the same Kekulé lattice (in this case
the blue one) over nearly the entire image. We thus see that even though the AFs
appear to be randomly distributed across the surface, a hidden Kekulé order exists in
the AFs over length scales comparable to the size of the STM images. Several such
images have been obtained and analyzed to confirm that the hidden Kekulé order
is generically present in these samples. Additionally, as any particular choice (R,G
or B) of Kekulé bond order is equally likely to be established, one would expect to
find domains of differing Kekulé order, which I occasionally find as displayed in Fig.
4.6E. Altogether Figure 4.6 thus proves that the AFs whatever their atomic identity
may be display long-range Kekulé ordering which is the second hallmark of the KD
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Figure 4.6: Kekulé ordering of bright atomic features. (A) STM image of
an atomic feature (AF) centered at a carbon site (right panel). (B) RGB mosaic
used to determing the Kekulé color profile of individual AFs. (C) STM topograph
of a cluster of AFs that appear to form a R3 lattice (blue supercells) compared to
the graphene honeycomb lattice (lavender unit cells). Right panel: The same image
with the overlayed RGB mosaic pattern revealing that the AFs locally cluster with
the same Kekulé order parameter. (D) Large-area, high-resolution STM topograph
showing that this Kekulé order persists over ∼ 150Å. (E) A different area of the
sample that displays a domain wall of differing Kekulé lattices. Inset: a cartoon
diagram of the Kekulé domains.
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phase in graphene. The long length scale of the ordering (∼150Å) clearly favors the
electronic mechanism for the ordering over adatom-graphene surface interactions that
can cause local clustering [86].

4.5

The role of ordered atomic features in the Kekulé
distortion: A toy model

I have so far shown that Kekulé order exists in both the graphene film (Fig. 4.5) as
well as in the positions of the AFs (Fig. 4.6). While one fully expects that these two
phenomena share a common origin in the graphene-mediated electronic interactions,
I would like to show this directly. Ideally, I would measure the amplitude of the R3
order in graphene in real space and compare it to the positions of the AFs. Since the
graphene R3 and the AF ordering both have the exact same R3 wavelength, I cannot
distinguish them in real space using the geometric phase analysis of Ch. 3. Instead,
I make a simple real space model of the HKO state to quantitatively distinguish the
contributions from the two phenomena.
Consider an STM image such as the one shown in Fig. 4.7A. In this figure the
positions of the AFs are clearly seen. The hexagonal structure seen in this image is
the Kekulé CDW in graphene (and not the graphene honeycomb lattice, which is not
visible at this tunneling energy). We see that the amplitude of the Kekulé order in
graphene has some spatial variations. I can simulate this using a toy model based
on the scattering picture in Fig. 4.6C,D. I assume that the effect of each AF is to
create a local patch of Kekulé order in its immediate vicinity-i.e. I model each AF
as a Gaussian peak at the center of a localized Gaussian envelope of Kekulé CDW
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Figure 4.7: Toy model of Kekulé order due to atomic features. (A) STM
topograph showing the apparent ordering of the AFs (red protrusions) along the R3
Kekulé CDW (blue honeycomb pattern). I note that the atomic graphene lattice is
not visible at these tunneling parameters. (B) The simulated STM topograph of (A)
using the toy scattering model. (C) FT-STM image of (A) showing the R3 peaks
as well as long wavelength features, including the hexagonal superlattice. (D) FT
of the simulated topograph in (B) which makes an excellent match to (C), including
the hexagonal superlattice. (E) Linecuts of the experimental and simulated STM
topographs. The magnitude and sharpness of the peak at QCDW is primarily due
to the coherent R3 Kekulé distortions in the graphene itself and not from the R3
ordering of AFs.
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order. Mathematically, the AF is well-represented by
2 /2σ 2

e−(r−ri )

,

(4.2)

where ri is the detected AF position in the measured STM image and σ is the Gaussian
width. The localized patch of Kekulé CDW order at ri is written as
2 /2λ2
env

fKek (r, ri )e−(r−ri )

,

(4.3)

where λenv is the Gaussian width of the envelope, and fKek (r, ri ) describes the Kekulé
CDW order
3
X

fKek (r, ri ) ∝

cos((r − ri ) · QKek
+ φ).
j

(4.4)

j=1

Here QKek
is the jth Kekulé wavevector, and φ is the phase of the Kekulé CDW, with
j
the choice of φ = π/3 used to create a honeycomb pattern to match the experimental
STM topograph in Figure 4.7A. The simulated STM image, T (r), can then be written
as the sum from each AF

T (r) = αV

X

2 /2σ 2

e−(r−ri )

+ αK

i

T (r) = TV (r) + TK (r),

X

2 /2λ2
env

fKek (r, ri )e−(r−ri )

(4.5)

i

(4.6)

where TV (r) and TK (r) are the contributions to the simulated image due to the
vacancies and Kekulé patches, respectively, and αV and αK are coefficients that are
adjusted to match T (r) with experiment.
By adjusting these parameters, αV and αK , I can create a simulated STM image
that is an excellent match to both the experimental topograph and its Fourier transform (Fig. 4.7C) as shown in Fig. 4.7B,D. I can now compare the strength of the FT
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peak at the Kekulé wavelength from the AFs alone as well as from the Kekulé order
in the graphene itself (Fig. 4.7E). Close examination of the FT CDW peak shows
that although the ordered AFs contribute some weight, the majority of the signal at
q = QCDW is due to the Kekulé CDW order in the graphene lattice itself, which rules
out the possibility that the copper substrate alone, for instance through an R3 surface
alloy superlattice [9], is responsible for the R3 oscillations in the system. Instead, the
amplitude and phase of Kekulé CDW order in graphene in real space is dictated by
the coherent superposition of R3 oscillations emanating from the ordered AFs.

4.6

A novel epitaxially-driven surface reconstruction of Cu(111)

It is now natural to ask why the graphene film studied here is very different from films
studied in the past. The Fourier transform image of graphene shown in Fig. 4.5C
provides a strong clue to these questions in the form of a hexagonal superlattice at q =
0 (central white circle). The position of the spots relative to the graphene Bragg peaks
indicates that the superlattice corresponds to a real space wavelength of ∼ 5.5 nm.
Previously, Moiré superlattices have been observed in the case of graphene on metal
substrates [39, 121, 31] (Fig. 4.8B) that arise from the lattice constant and/or angular
mismatch between graphene and the underlying substrate. The superlattice in this
study has a very different origin from such Moiré patterns. Large area topographs
such as the one shown in Fig. 4.8A reveal a hexagonal superlattice of web-like spiral
patterns unlike the typical Moiré pattern from epitaxial graphene growth on a bulk
Cu(111) single crystal (Fig. 4.8B). These spiral patterns instead point to a dramatic
reconstruction of the interfacial Cu(111) surface.
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Figure 4.8: Spiral reconstruction of the epitaxial graphene-Cu(111) surface.
(A) Large-area STM topograph displaying the hexagonal spiral superlattice. Spiral
nodes are marked with triangles and zoom image in the inset. (B) Standard Moiré
superlattice imaged previously on graphene-Cu(111). (Image adapted from [121].)
(C) STM image of epitaxial few-layer Cu grown on Ru(0001). (Image adapted from
[43].) (D) Molecular statics/dynamics calculation at the interface of Cu(111)/Ni(111).
(Image adapted from [95].)
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Similar spiral reconstructions have been previously imaged with STM in grapheneRu [97], Pt(111) [91, 85], epitaxial thin films of Cu/Ru(0001) [20, 46] (Fig. 4.8C),
and at the interface of Cu(111)/Ni(111) [95] (Fig. 4.8D). In all of these cases, the
patterns have been shown to arise when the surface or interface contains more atoms
than the underlying bulk crystal (i.e. the topmost lattice constant is smaller). As the
structure relaxes, it buckles and the spiral patterns emerge to minimize the surface
energy. This creates alternating areas of local FCC and HCP surface atom stacking
separated by spiral bridge sites that meet at (atop) nodes.
To understand this reconstruction I describe a simple structural model of the top
two layers of the underlying Cu(111). In reciprocal space, the superlattice wavevector
is given by kS = k1 − k2 , where the subscripts correspond to two different atomic
lattices. In this discussion 1 corresponds to the compressed copper top-layer and 2
to the underlying bulk copper layer. Using |ki | =

√4π
3ai

for a hexagonal lattice the

magnitude of the superlattice wavelength is given by
a1 a2
λS = p 2
,
a1 + a22 − 2a1 a2 cos θ12

(4.7)

where θ12 is the angle between atomic lattices 1 and 2. From the wavevector and
orientation of the inner hexagonal superlattice of Fig. 4.5D in the main text I extract
a periodicity of λS ∼ 5.5 nm, corresponding to a rotation of θ ∼ 1.5◦ between bulk
Cu(111) (a = 2.55Å) and top-layer, lattice-matched copper (a = 2.46Å).
The preceding process explains the typical Moiré superlattices imaged on atomic
surfaces. But to accurately recreate the reconstructed spiral patterns in the experimental STM topographs I must allow these copper structures to relax. To this end I
perform molecular statics (MS) minimization calculations using the conjugate gradient method as employed in the lammps code [83] using the embedded atom method
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interatomic potential of copper [71]. The results of the calculations were visualized
using ovito [98]. The simulation cell in Fig. 4.9A consists of two slabs of mobile atoms of Cu(111) with the bottom slab (tan) with the undistorted, bulk lattice
constant (a0Cu = 3.610Å) and the top slab (gray) with the compressed lattice constant (a0Cu = 3.483Å). Both slabs are capped by fixed regions with the corresponding
undistorted or compressed lattice constants. The undistorted slab is oriented along
x = [1̄, 1, 0], y = [1̄, 1̄, 2], and z = [1, 1, 1] and the compressed slab oriented along
x = [67, 65, 2], y = [63, 69, 132] and z = [1, 1, 1], corresponding to a rotation of
θ = 1.5◦ between slabs. I apply periodic boundary conditions in the x- and y- directions and keep z-direction boundary fixed. The structure is then relaxed until the
maximum force on each atom is less than 8 fN.
Figure 4.9B shows the initial geometry of the interface. This is the typical Moiré
pattern expected from Eq. (4.7) for this lattice mismatch and angular orientation
between the two different layers of copper. Relaxing this structure leads to spiral
patterns that emerge from the nodes at atop sites and separate local FCC and HCP
stacked areas (Fig. 4.9C). (Figures 4.9B,C are color-coded by the excess potential
energy per atom and can be interpreted as the atoms most likely to buckle, mimicking
an STM topograph.)
The preceding calculations perfectly recreate the experimental spiral pattern with
the correct periodicity. The presence of this surface reconstruction, as well as the
atomic alignment of copper steps to graphene, and the absence of a global Moiré
structure, strongly suggests that the graphene and topmost copper lattices are in
perfect atomic registry.
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Figure 4.9: Molecular statics simulations of the Cu(111) reconstruction. (A)
Slab model with compressed Cu(111) (gray atoms) rotated by 1.5◦ and sitting atop a
slab of bulk Cu(111) (tan atoms). (B) MS calculations of the initial structure of the
copper interface displaying the typical Moiré pattern. (C) The resulting relaxed structure displaying the spiral bridge sites that separate local nearly-FCC/HCP-stacked
areas of copper. (D) Cross-sectional view of the relaxed structure showing that 1st
layer of compressed Cu(111) displays the spiral superlattice.

4.7

Raman spectroscopy measurements

The assignment of the top-layer copper compressing to match graphene (and not the
other way around) is also supported by Raman scattering measurements. Raman
spectroscopy is a well-employed tool for characterizing the quality, electronic doping,
and mechanical strain in graphene films [38]. In general, compression tends to blueshift the graphene G and 2D Raman modes while tension tends to red-shift them [50,
72, 84, 102]. Thus the positions of these characteristic graphene peaks can shed light
on the nature of the epitaxy between the graphene and the top-layer copper surface
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atoms: if the graphene (a = 2.46Å) was under tension to match the larger Cu(111)
surface lattice (a = 2.55Å) one would expect a red-shifting of the G/2D Raman
peaks. Figures 4.10 displays a typical Raman spectrum (after copper background
subtraction) on the epitaxial graphene surface displaying the Kekulé distortion. I
note that both the G and 2D peaks appear to be split, being best fit by the sum
of two Lorentzian peaks. More importantly, both peaks are severely blue-shifted.
The average position of the G peak is 1600 cm−1 (a shift of ∼ +20cm−1 ) and the
average position of the 2D peak is 2742 cm−1 (a shift of ∼ +62cm−1 ). I note that
p-doping of graphene can also blue-shift the G- and 2D-peaks [33] but this scenario
is ruled out by the position of the Dirac point below the Fermi energy as measured
by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [19] and scanning tunneling
spectroscopy (STS) measurements. Although a more thorough description of the
Raman spectroscopy of the Kekulé ordered films is currently underway, I note that
this blue-shifting at least rules out the scenario described above of graphene under
tension.
Importantly, I also note that there is little to no sign of the Raman D peak
(∼1350cm−1 ), a one-phonon intervalley scattering process associated with defected
graphene and is forbidden by momentum conservation in pristine graphene. A Kekulé
distorted graphene lattice, in principle, should also display the D peak since the tripled
Brillouin zone allows electrons to coherently scatter between valleys. This coherent
scattering occurs within Kekulé ordered domains of size L yielding a D-peak intensity,
ID ∝ L2 , and a peak-width, δq ∝ 1/L [28]. Since the measured domain sizes are only
L ∼ 15 nm, this coherency is lost during the spatial averaging of many different
Kekulé domains due to the much larger Raman laser spot-size (R ∼ 1µm), thus
explaining the lack of the D-mode.
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Figure 4.10: Raman spectroscopy of epitaxial graphene-Cu(111). The characteristic graphene Raman G and 2D peaks are split and severely blue-shifed by an
average of 20cm−1 and 62cm−1 , respectively. This drastic Raman shift in graphene
suggests that the bond symmetry in graphene is strongly affected by the Kekulé
distortion.

4.8

Atomic identity of bright features: Cu vacancies

Having described the nature of the copper surface below the graphene, I now turn
the attention to the AFs themselves. Detailed atomically-resolved STM images (Fig.
4.11) reveal that these features sit at graphene carbon sites and do not strongly disturb
the honeycomb lattice, unlike graphene defects [103, 104] or dopants [120, 122]. As
revealed by STM line profiles, the AFs have a uniform height of only ∼ 50−80pm, and
so cannot be adatoms, which have a much higher apparent height [17]. One strong
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Figure 4.11: STM height profiles of atomic features. Line profiles of the apparent heights of atomic features that sit at sublattice-A and -B carbon sites. The peaks
occur at a relatively shallow height of 50pm.
possibility is that these atomic objects are underneath the graphene, in the underlying
Cu(111) surface. While STM is not a direct probe of the chemical nature of defects or
impurities, several reasons lead us to conclude that the bright features are in actuality
vacancies in the interfacial copper lattice. Firstly, previous STM studies showed that
commensurate patches of graphene grown on Pt(111) can create an ordered network
of substrate vacancies on the Pt surface [77] and ordered vacancies are also seen in
other reconstructed surfaces of heteroepitaxial films such as Ag/Cu(111) [70].
The positions of the AFs in the epitaxial graphene films are intimately related to
the Kekulé distortion and the long-wavelength spiral superlattice. For instance, in
surfaces with spiral reconstructions, theory predicts that vacancies are likely to form
near the node of the spiral [95]. We see a clear preference for the AFs to form near
the spiral node. This can be seen in STM topographs such as Fig. 4.8A (triangles
and lower inset). This can also be shown (using the method of Section 4.5) by simply
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placing a 2D Gaussian peak at every detected ghost atom position in the experimental
STM topographs. Figure 4.12A displays a zoom image of one such position map (the
full image has dimensions 434Å×434Å). If the ghost adatoms randomly populated the
graphene surface, then the FT of the resulting “position map” would display broad
peaks at the graphene Bragg points. Instead the FT image in Fig. 4.12B reveals
six strong peaks at the Kekulé CDW wavevector, QCDW , as well as six peaks at Γ
corresponding to the spiral superlattice, QSP . Figure 4.12C displays detailed zoomed
images of these wavevectors alongside the same features in the STM topograph (Fig.
4.5C). The sharpness of the FT peaks at QCDW confirms that the ghost adatoms are
populating a Kekulé lattice. More intriguing, the presence of the spiral superlattice
peaks in the FT image reveals that the copper vacancies favor sitting at specific
positions in the copper surface with the periodicity and orientation of the Cu(111)
spiral reconstruction. Thus, the graphene-induced Cu(111) reconstruction is critical
to the Kekulé distortion in the graphene films. The satellite peaks surrounding the
graphene K+ /K− points are due to the Kekulé wavevectors acting as new reciprocal
lattice vectors in the tripled graphene unit cell.
Further, to aid in the interpretation of the STM data, density functional theory (DFT) calculations as implemented in quantum espresso [41] were performed
within the local density approximation (LDA) simulating graphene above a commensurate four-layer stack of FCC copper (Fig. 4.13A). I found that removing copper
atoms from the top-most surface and allowing the system to relax created an alternating network of C-C bonds similar to the Kek-Y flavor of the KD (white bonds in
Fig. 4.13A). STM simulations were performed using the Tersoff-Hamann approach
[101] and match the experimental data very well (Fig. 4.13B,C). Details of the DFT
calculations and further results are presented in Appendix A.
Finally, I occasionally observe “pristine islands” of graphene on the surface that
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Figure 4.12: Relation between the atomic feature positions and the spiral
superlattice. (A) “Position map” of 2D gaussian peaks placed at every detected AF
position. The image is cropped from a much larger image for visual clarity. (B) FT
image of the high-resolution, large-area position map. Peaks and satellite peaks are
highlighted at QCDW (red circle) and QSP (black circle). (C) Detail zoom images of
the peaks in (B) and a comparison to the FT-STM peaks in Fig. 4.5C.
do not exhibit the spiral superstructure but instead display the typical Moiré pattern
(Fig. 4.14A) [31, 39, 121]. Notably, each and every one of these areas never displayed
the bright copper vacancies nor the spiral pattern reconstruction. This can be better
seen in the derivative image, Fig. 4.14B, which shows a much more textured surface
away from the pristine island. The Kekulé distortion is never seen in these pristine
islands, as shown by the FT (Fig. 4.14, inset) which does not display the characteristic
sharp peaks at the K-points. Were the AFs to be a foreign atom, such a preference
away from the pristine islands would be unlikely. For all these reasons, I designate
the AFs as copper vacancies, or “ghost adatoms.” In the HKO mechanism, this
corresponds to an adatom being replaced by a vacancy in an otherwise epitaxial layer
of copper under the graphene—thus the terminology of the “ghost” atom mediated
Kekulé order.
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Figure 4.13: Density functional theory calculations of graphene above vacancies in Cu(111). (A) The relaxed structure with a copper vacancy per R3 unit
cell. Graphene sits above a four-layer stack of Cu(111). Upon relaxation, C-C bonds
contract above copper vacancies (white bonds). (B) Simulated STM topograph calculated within the Tersoff-Hamman approach using DFT. (C) Comparison with the
experimental STM image. The R3 unit cell surrounds a single copper vacancy (bright
protrusion).

4.9

Diffusion-assisted ordering of copper vacancies

The ghost adatoms as copper vacancies can also help to understand the formation and
stability of the HKO state itself. Upon cooling after graphene growth, at temperatures
3/2

near the Kekulé ordering temperature (Tc ∼ ρghost ), ghost adatoms have enough
thermal energy to explore the potential landscape of other ghost adatoms to create
the hidden Kekulé lattice. Below Tc , even within the ordered state, there is a low, yet
non-vanishing probability for vacancy movement. Previous room-temperature STM
experiments [107, 106] have shown that copper vacancies are extremely mobile.
I can estimate the mean copper vacancy hopping frequency by calculating the
energy barrier for nearest-neighbor vacancy diffusion using the climbing-image nudged
elastic band (CI-NEB) method (Fig. 4.15A, inset). The atomic vacancy hopping
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Figure 4.14: Rare pristine graphene islands. (A) STM topograph displaying rare
patches of the surface that do not display the Kekulé distortion, atomic features, nor
the spiral superlattice reconstruction. Instead a typical Moiré pattern is imaged. (B)
The derivative image of (A) showing surface texture off of the pristine island. Inset:
FT-STM image of the dashed area in (A) showing no peaks at the Kekulé wavevector,
QCDW .
frequency is given by Γ = ωv Cv , where ωv is the average vacancy hopping frequency
and Cv is the concentration of vacancies in the crystal [68]. The hopping frequency
is an activated process given by

ωv = ν0 e−Gm /kB T ,

(4.8)

where ν0 is the typical atomic vibrational frequency (estimated as the Debye frequency), Gm is the free energy needed for atomic migration, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the temperature. The second term, Cv , is typically given by
Cv = e−Gf /kB T ,

(4.9)

where Gf is the free energy needed for vacancy formation. However, this relation
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holds for ideal crystals where the number of vacancies is dependent on temperature.
In the films displaying a reconstructed copper surface, the measured surface vacancy
density was constant for 77K< T <300K. So I instead estimate Cv from the measured
vacancy density, ρv ,
Cv =
where

√

√
#vacancies
= ρv 3a2 ,
#lattice sites

(4.10)

3a2 is the area of a single unit cell. Thus we can write the vacancy hopping

frequency as
Γ=

√

3a2 ρv ν0 e−Gm /kB T .

(4.11)

Next, as there are Z = 6 equivalent sites on the hexagonal Cu(111) surface for the
vacancy to hop to, the total hopping frequency is given by Γtot = 6Γ yielding,
√
Γtot = 6 3a2 ρv ν0 e−Gm /kB T .

(4.12)

Technically, Gm is the difference in free energy of the transition, ∆Gm = ∆Hm −
T ∆Sm , where ∆Hm is the difference in enthalpy and ∆Sm is the corresponding difference in entropy for the migration pathway. DFT calculations yield ∆Hm (at zero
pressure, for a relaxed system, ∆Hm = ∆Em ) from the CI-NEB calculations. I next
approximate ∆Gm ∼ ∆Em , thus taking the value of the migration barrier energy to
be its value at T = 0 with the understanding that this is an upper limit.
Under these assumptions and using the DFT calculated value of ∆Em = 0.7894
eV, the experimental value of Cv ∼ 0.2 nm−2 and the nominal Debye frequency of
copper ν0 = 6.55 THz I arrive at the Arrhenius plot shown in Fig. 4.15A. These
calculations show that the copper vacancies are extremely mobile during the cooling
phase of the graphene CVD growth process. To investigate this possible diffusionassisted Kekulé ordering I performed additional STM measurements at 300K. Of the
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Figure 4.15: Vacancy diffusion-assisted Kekulé ordering. (A) Calculated Arrhenius plot of copper vacancy hopping. Inset: Energy migration barrier for the
nearest-neighbor hopping of a copper vacancy. (B) Initial STM topograph recorded
at 300K. (C) RGB-overlayed image of the boxed region in (B) showing that the AFs
are Kekulé “red”-ordered. (D) Subsequent STM topograph showing that two of the
AFs in (B) have moved (green arrows). Yellow arrows point to scratchy areas, most
likely mobile vacancies. (E) RGB-overlayed image of (D) showing that the new vacancy positions also sit on the “red” Kekulé R3 lattice, proving the diffusion-assisted
mechanism of the HKO theory.
hundreds of STM images I only recorded five instances of ghost atom movement at
300K. Figures 4.15B,D depict one such occurrence at 300K (other instances involved
ghost adatoms disappearing from the edges of the scan window or remaining mobile
while scanning, such as yellow triangles in Fig. 4.15D). Of the 17 ghost adatoms
(bright features) we see that two (green triangles) move between consecutive STM
images. To determine the Kekulé origin and destination of each ghost atom I again
overlay the atomic images with an RGB-mask (Fig. 4.15C,E). We see that the vacancies both originate from and land on the same Kekulé mosaic tile, confirming the
HKO mechanism. The rarity of such hopping events suggests that the HKO transition
temperature is well above room temperature.
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4.10

STS measurements and conclusion

The preceding experimental results are well-explained by the predictions of the HKO
theory, except the role of the partially ordered atomic scatterers—adatoms above
graphene hollow positions in the original theory—is instead played by sub-surface
copper vacancies below graphene carbon sites. A key preclusion to Friedel oscillationmediated ordering is the graphene doping concentration: A finite electronic density
ρe contributes additional Friedel oscillations with period 2kF [27]. At high enough
electronic densities, ρe ≥ ρghost , these electronic modulations would flip the sign of
the pairwise adatom interaction term in an arbitrary manner, destroying any ordering
[25, 28, 59].
This is also supported by measurements of the electronic density of the sample,
extracted from the position of the Dirac point in scanning tunneling spectroscopy
(STS) curves (Fig. 4.16A). The STS curves were recorded via lockin detection with
a modulation tunneling voltage of Vrms = 10mV and the feedback-loop switched off.
The STM tips were first calibrated on a Au(111) single crystal [30]. Figure 4.16A
displays the most commonly observed curve measured across several samples. The
minima below the Fermi energy at ED = −0.28 eV is associated with the Dirac point,
in agreement with previous ARPES results [19], indicating n-doping. This value can
be used to extract the electron doping concentration via ρe =

2
ED
2
π~2 vF

. Using vF = 106

m/s [19], I extract an electron density of ρe = 5.76 × 1012 cm−2 . This value of the
electron density satisfies ρe = 0.58 × 1013 cm−2 < 2.36 × 1013 cm−2 = ρghost , which
fulfills the criteria for constructive FO-mediated scatterer ordering.
I note the absence of the inelastic tunneling “gap” of ±67 meV around EF due
to the excitation of an out-of-plane phonon mode near the graphene K+ /K− points
[118]. In this scheme, electron tunneling is greatly enhanced for bias energies above
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Figure 4.16: Scanning tunneling spectroscopy curves of Kekulé-ordered
graphene. (A) Typical dI/dV curve seen across several samples. The dip at
VD = −0.28eV is the Dirac point, agreeing with ARPES measurements [19]. (B)
dI/dV curve recorded on a pristine graphene island (inset) showing the inelastic tunneling mode at ±67meV. This inelastic channel is notably absent in Kekulé graphene
where it can be bypassed by the presence of the folded Dirac cone at Γ.
a threshold, ~ω = ±67 meV, whereby electrons first tunnel into a Brillouin zonecentered graphene σ ∗ band state before falling into an empty K-point state (q = K+ )
and emitting an out-of-plane phonon (−q = K− ) to conserve energy and momentum.
The absence of this inelastic tunneling channel in the Kekulé distorted graphene
can be understood using the folded Brillouin zone picture from Fig. 4.1C. In Kekulé
distorted graphene, the K+ /K− points are folded to Γ, the zone-center, thus electrons
can additionally tunnel directly into these empty states at Γ, effectively reducing the
strength of the inelastic tunneling channel.
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This is supported by STS curves recorded using the exact same calibrated STM
tips on nearby pristine graphene islands that do not display the Kekulé distortion, Fig.
4.16B. The curves recorded on these islands instead show a well-developed, symmetric
“gap”-like feature with a size and shape that matches the previously reported “phonon
gap” perfectly. Inelastic tunneling channels are better viewed with the d2 I/dV 2 (Fig.
4.16B, red curve) signal which displays clearly symmetric peaks about the Fermi
energy. I note that very recently [73] this inelastic tunneling channel has instead been
attributed to two closely spaced phonon modes located at the graphene M-point. The
preceding explanation still holds, as the extra Γ-centered tunneling channel due to
the Kekulé distortion would reduce the strength of any inelastic tunneling channel at
large momenta, at K or M.
Importantly, the KD has been predicted [49, 21, 25, 28, 59] to endow a massgap to the otherwise massless Dirac fermions by adding off-diagonal terms to the
undistorted graphene Hamiltonian (see Ch. 2). Even more intriguing, electron fractionalization has been predicted to emerge when the Kekulé bond pattern varies in
space, ∆ = ∆(r), and contains spatial vortices within the KD phase [21, 14] (such
as the ‘Y’ Kekulé domain in Fig. 4.6E). Unlike the fractional quantum Hall effect,
this fractionalization would materialize in a weakly interacting system displaying time
reversal invariance, akin to a 2D analog of the fractionalization in polyacetylene [99].
Finally, I note that the KD is a facile method for introducing bandgaps into graphene.
While in the present experiment the copper substrate electrically shorts out electronic
transport, future experiments can focus on intercalated adatoms in heterostructures
of graphene and hexagonal boron nitride where a band gap could be measured in
transport and spectroscopy.
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Chapter 5
Visualizing Klein Tunneling in
Epitaxial Graphene
5.1

Introduction

At low energies, the quasiparticle excitations in graphene can be described by the
Dirac equation for massless relativistic chiral fermions [74]. An immediate consequence of this correspondence is that experimental verification of several phenomena
from relativistic quantum mechanics—phenomena normally explored in a high-energy
particle accelerator—can be performed on a table-top. The ability to finely tune many
of graphene’s physical properties through, for example, electrostatic gating or by decoration of charged adatoms [111] has allowed for the verification of long-standing,
and in some cases paradoxical, theoretical predictions such as Klein tunneling and
the atomic collapse state [111].
The ability of relativistic electrons to transmit through arbitrarily high potential
barriers was first worked out by Oskar Klein in 1929 [58], not long after Paul Dirac
presented his form of relativistic quantum mechanics [35]. In particle physics terms,
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this is due to the (positive) potential having empty positron states inside of the barrier.
Because of charge conjugation symmetry, the electron-positron energy levels are wellaligned and there is a high probability of tunneling [57] (Fig. 5.1A). Because of the
large electric fields needed to witness this effect in nature, it has eluded experimental
observation. However, the condensed matter analog of Klein tunneling was finally
realized in transport experiments on a graphene device [114] eighty years after Klein’s
prediction.
Recently, a closely-related whispering gallery mode—resonant electron interference in a potential barrier—was observed on a graphene-hBN heterostructure [123].
In that work, the local potential was both created and probed by a STM tip, and
thus could not spatially resolve the resonant wavefunctions. In this chapter I describe
scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy measurements that directly visualize resonant Klein states in an epitaxial film of graphene grown on Cu(111) foil. I
will show that these resonant states are induced by local surface potentials in the
Cu(111) substrate. Detailed dI/dV point spectroscopy and mapping measurements
clearly resolve a progression of graphene quantum dot (GQD) modes due to resonant
Klein scattered electrons. The spectral widths of these resonant modes reveal that
the effective lifetimes strongly depend on the angular momenta and GQD radii.

5.2

Klein tunneling in graphene

The Klein “paradox” of high tunneling probablity irrespective of barrier height is
much easier to understand in the solid state context of graphene, where the electrons
contain a pseudospin texture. The Klein scattering scenario is depicted in a cartoon
diagram in Figure 5.1A: an incident electron with energy E is incident on a onedimensional potential barrier of height V0 and width D (Fig. 5.1B). The effect of the
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Figure 5.1: Klein tunneling in graphene. (A) A diagram of the Klein scattering
process for graphene. Red (green) branches correspond to positive (negative) pseudospin emanating from the A/B energy bands. The Fermi energy (dotted line) is
in the conduction band, meaning n-doped graphene outside the barrier. Blue solid
color indicates the occupied states. (B) A potential barrier of width D and height
V0 > EF . (C) Transmission probability for electrons through a 100 nm barrier as a
function of incident angle. Klein tunneling (perfect transmission) occurs at normal
incidence for barriers of 200mV (red curve) and 285mV (blue curve). At oblique
angles the probability drops and the barrier can trap the electron. (D) Transmission
probability, T , at normal incidence for graphene (red line), bilayer graphene (blue
line) and non-chiral semi-metal (green line). Image adapted from [57].
barrier is to invert conduction electrons outside the barrier into hole-like valence band
electrons inside the barrier. Note the one-to-one correspondence between electrons
in the conduction and valence bands due to the linear dispersion of the Dirac cone.
In the absence of processes that flip the pseudo-spin (see Ch. 2), Klein tunneling
in graphene can be attributed to the conservation of this pseudospin: An incident
electron with positive pseudospin (Fig. 5.1A, red branch) can only scatter to a valence band state within the barrier with the same positive pseudospin (red branch).
Although this valence band state has negative momentum, the group velocity of this
state is positive. Thus this is the correct state that will emerge on the other side of
the barrier. While this is clear in the context of pseudospin in graphene, this was a
subtlety that was apparently pointed out by Dirac to Klein during the formulation
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of the original problem [36].
Solution of this one-dimensional scattering problem [57] reveals that the transmission probability strongly depends on the incident angle of the electron, Fig. 5.1C.
At normal incidence (θ = 0), the Klein result is reproduced and the transmission is
perfect regardless of barrier strength (Fig. 5.1D, red line). To elucidate the role of the
pseudospin in Klein tunneling, Fig. 5.1D compares the transmission probability for
graphene, bilayer graphene (which has a very different pseudospin texture [74]), and
non-chiral (no pseudospin) semi-metals. The transmission is perfect for all barrier
widths for graphene, but exponentially dies off for bilayer, even then though there
are available valence band states. For the non-chiral system, perfect transmission
occurs for certain resonant widths of the barrier.
Interestingly, at oblique angles the transmission probability drops dramatically
(Fig. 5.1C), meaning nearly perfect reflectivity. This leads to highly-confined, or
trapped, states inside of the barrier [123]. Note that the dip in the transmission
probability shown in Fig. 5.1C grows deeper with increasing incident angle. Thus
an experimental signature of Klein tunneling in graphene is the appearance of confined states within the barrier that coincide with these dips in the transmission at
different incident angles. Importantly, for electrons described by circular coordinates
(r, φ), the angle of incidence grows with the angular momentum quantum number,
m, (corresponding to eigenstates |mi ∼ eimφ ) via m ∝ tan θ [123], Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Angular momenta
 imφ quantum number and angle of incidence. Twodimensional plots of Real e
for three different values of angular momenta, m.
◦
Normal incidence at φ = 0 is shown with a red arrow.

5.3

Heterogeneous Cu(111) substrate potentials as
graphene NP junctions

The surfaces of crystals can display structural and electronic properties very different
from the bulk. This is due to the clear asymmetry of the system: In the absence of
neighboring atomic planes, the forces acting on surface atoms are very different from
those acting on atoms in the bulk. Depending on the atomic species, the crystallographic orientation, and the temperature of the crystal, the surface atoms may shift
their positions and form complex patterns in order to lower the total surface energy.
This is called a surface reconstruction [78]. This redistribution of charge can affect
the electronic properties of the surface, such as shifting the surface state band and/or
work function energies [90, 69].
In Chapter 4 of this dissertation I showed that a new method for the epitaxial
growth of graphene on single crystalline Cu(111) foils [19] lead to a novel reconstruction of the Cu(111) surface, just below graphene. This reconstruction consists of
a hexagonal superlattice of spiral patterns concomitant with a hidden ordering of
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Figure 5.3: Pristine graphene islands. (A) Atomically-resolved STM topographs
of representative pristine graphene islands. The right panel shows an island displaying
a Moiré superlattice. (B) Neighboring islands display Moiré patterns with different
orientations and wavelengths, suggesting the underlying Cu(111) is randomly oriented. All scale bars are 5 nm.
copper vacancies. Importantly, atomic steps of Cu(111) are atomically aligned with
the graphene honeycomb lattice and the surface does not display the typical Moiré
patterns due to an atomic lattice and/or angular mismatch between graphene and
Cu(111). This (along with other evidence, see Ch. 4) strongly suggests that the
graphene and topmost layer of Cu(111) are in perfect atomic registry.
While this spiral pattern reconstruction is the dominant structure found on the
surface of epitaxial graphene-Cu(111), there are rare areas of the surface that do
not show this copper reconstruction. Interestingly, these areas do not display bright
copper vacancies or the Kekulé distortion and appear as islands of pristine graphene.
p
These islands vary in size from ravg = A/π ∼ 2 − 10 nm (where A is the island
area), as depicted in Fig. 5.3A. For larger islands, a clear Moiré superlattice pattern
can be seen (Figs. 5.3A (right panel) and B). The presence of the Moiré pattern
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Figure 5.4: Determination of the substrate potential difference. (A) dZ/dV
spectroscopy curves displaying sharp FER/Gundlach states. Spectra taken on pristine
islands show a positive shift of +0.42 eV of the resonant peaks compared to the
reconstructed Cu(111) surface. Top inset: STM topograph displaying where the
dZ/dV curves were recorded on/off the pristine island. (B) A diagram of how the
FER peaks reveal the difference in the work function. (C) A cartoon of how the
pristine islands serve as NP junctions for graphene. Right panel: The positive surface
potential difference on the pristine island effectively p-dopes graphene.
suggests that the graphene and top-layer Cu(111) have a lattice constant and/or
angular mismatch. Atomically-resolved STM images show that the graphene lattice
is continuous across the islands and does not display grain boundaries at the borders
of the islands. Thus the atomic misorientation or lattice mismatch takes place in the
Cu(111) top-layer. This is supported by large-scale STM topographs such as Fig 5.3B
which show neighboring pristine islands with different Moiré pattern orientations and
wavelengths. An atomic model of the underlying copper in these islands is presented
towards the end of this chapter.
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From a naı̈ve energy minimization perspective, the majority area of the reconstructed Cu(111) substrate has a lower surface energy than those rare areas of unreconstructed copper underneath the pristine graphene islands. Surface reconstructions
can affect the local work function, Φ(r) [90, 69], which can be measured directly using
√
I−z spectroscopy via the relation I ∝ e−2k0 z , where k0 = 2me Φ/~. However, this
exponential fitting method can lead to large error bars in the determination of the
absolute value of the work function. Differences in the work function, however, can
be measured very precisely by recording the energy shift in field emission resonance
(FER) peaks (also known as Gundlach states) [62, 16, 79, 22] via dZ/dV spectroscopy
(Ch. 1). At tunneling energies above the work function, Φ, resonant standing-wave
states of a triangular potential become electronically accessible (Fig. 5.4B). Changes
in the work function are reflected in the shifts of the FER peaks. Figure 5.4A displays dZ/dV spectra recorded on and off a pristine island. A positive shift of +0.42
eV is measured for two separate sets of resonant peaks. Since STS curves on the
subst
= −0.28 eV (Ch. 4), indicating
reconstructed surface found the Dirac point at ED

n-doping, then the positive shift of +0.42 eV on the islands would shift the Dirac
island
= +0.14 eV, indicating local p-doping. Thus the island potentials
point to ED

create quasi-circular NP junctions in the graphene above. Interestingly, the positive
energy shift indicates that the islands act as a potential barriers.
This heterogeneous local substrate potential strongly affects the electronic properties of the graphene. This is seen in Fig. 5.5A which shows a strong energy-dependent
STM tip height over the pristine island. Line profiles across these topographs (Fig.
5.5B) show a nearly 1.5Å difference in the apparent height. In STM experiments
the tunneling current is proportional to the integrated density of states (Ch. 1), and
thus the STM tip height in constant-current mode can provide valuable information
beyond just the structural topography of the sample surface. This energy-dependent
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Figure 5.5: Electronic properties of graphene quantum dots. (A) STM topographs of a pristine islands recorded at different tunneling voltage biases. The
inner hexagonal pattern is a Moiré pattern whose wavelength is independent of energy. Note that the apparent STM tip height nearly inverts with decreasing energy.
(B) STM apparent height profiles of the topographs in (A) showing a height difference of nearly 1.5Å. (C) A series of simultaneously recorded dI/dV (∼ LDOS(r, E))
images displaying localized electron states.
apparent height is a clear signal that the islands induce interesting electronic behavior
in the graphene. This is depicted in dramatic fashion in a series of simultaneously
recorded dI/dV images in Fig. 5.5C. Here, a lockin detector records the differential conductance signal as the STM tip scans the surface in constant-current mode,
mapping out the local density of states, LDOS(r, eVb ). Figure 5.5C shows a clear progression of localized electron states with decreasing energy. This progression strongly
resembles that of the confinement-induced states in quantum dots and thus these
areas of graphene are referred to as graphene quantum dots (GQDs).
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5.4

Visualizing resonant Klein states

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurements on the GQDs reveal a series of
sharp resonance peaks at negative energies (i.e. in the valence band). A representative
set of curves is shown in Fig. 5.6A and the corresponding points on the GQD in Fig.
5.6B. The strength and spectral width of the peaks is seen to depend on the radial
distance from the center. Importantly, away from the GQD there are no resonant
states and the inelastic tunneling channel (the phonon “gap”) disappears due to the
Kekulé distortion (see Ch. 4). STS maps were recorded over this GQD by temporarily
disengaging the feedback loop and recording individual dI/dV spectra pixel by pixel
over the region of interest. The differential conductance is proportional to the local
density of states, and thus visualizes the resonant wavefunction, |ψ|2 . Figure 5.6C
displays LDOS(r, eV ) at the energies marked in Fig. 5.6A. The resonant states show a
progression of higher electron density at the NP barrier edge with increasing resonant
mode, confirming the prediction for Klein tunneling that electrons can be trapped at
high incident angle/angular momenta.
A useful way to plot the data is to radially average the dI/dV map data around
the center of the GQD. We can then view the full spectrum through a cross-sectional
slice of the GQD, as shown in Fig. 5.7A. This type of plot allows one to view both
the spectral width of the resonant modes (along the vertical energy axis) as well as
the peak radial distance of the resonant mode (along the horizontal radial axis). It
is clear from this plot that the resonant modes shift from the center of the GQD
and move outward with decreasing energy, as expected from improved Klein-induced
confinement. It also apparent that the first mode, N1, has a much broader peak-width
then the other modes, indicating weaker confinement. Arrows in Fig. 5.7A point to
the resonant energies. The spacing of the levels is related to the GQD radius by
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Figure 5.6: Visualizing resonant Klein states in a graphene NP junction.
(A) dI/dV spectra recorded at different points on the surface of the GQD shown in
(B). Resonant peaks are numbered from the highest energy to the lowest. Note that
the resonant states have radial position-dependent magnitudes and that no resonant
states occur away from the GQD (green curve). (C) Individual energy slices from
a dI/dV ∼ LDOS(r, eV ) map of the GQD. The slices correspond to the resonant
energies in (A) except for the phonon “gap” which was recorded at the Fermi energy.
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∆E ∼ (~vF )/R, and for this GQD (∆E ≈ 0.12 eV) gives R ≈ 5.5 nm, which is very
close to the measured mean radius ravg = 5.93 nm.
I can accurately simulate the data by solving the (continuum model) Dirac equation for scattering from a circular potential step,

V (r) =




V0 , for r ≤ R


0,

.

(5.1)

for r > R

The full model allows for finite n-doping of the surrounding substrate and is presented
in Appendix B. The result of the calculation for a perfect circular potential barrier
of radius R = 5.93 nm, potential step V0 = +0.42 eV, and (outside) Dirac point
energy ED = −0.28 eV is shown in Fig. 5.7B. The theoretical calculation also shows
a progression of resonant states that move outward from the center of the GQD,
capturing the essence of Klein scattering. The accuracy of the model is evidenced by
the close match (±0.01 eV) of the positions of the resonant modes in experiment and
theory. The exception is the N1 state, which theory predicts as lower by 0.04 eV.
This may be due to the non-circular and asymmetric nature of the experimental GQD
in Fig. 5.6B. Nonetheless, the peak-widths for the simulation agree with the general
trend from the experimental map. Even more impressive, the simulation captures the
subtle broad features at the center of the GQD seen in the experimental map.
The experimental data is well-explained by resonant Klein tunneling. This is
especially seen from the position of the resonant states in the valence band, which
corresponds to a positive potential barrier inverting electron conduction band states
into valence band states as seen from the Klein tunneling model in Fig. 5.1A. For
all the GQDs measured in this study (15 in total), no resonant states were found
in the conduction band, Fig. 5.8A. In these dI/dV curves, sharp peaks are seen
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Figure 5.7: Resonant Klein scattering and comparison with theory. (A)
Radially-averaged dI/dV map of the GQD (ravg = 5.93 nm) in Fig. 5.6. The maxima
of the resonant modes are marked with arrows. (B) Theoretical calculation of |ψ|2
for a perfectly circular GQD of ravg = 5.93 nm, barrier strength V0 = +0.42 eV,
and Dirac point energy ED = −0.28 eV to match experiment. The logarithm of the
electron density is shown to emphasize subtle features.
at negative energies (valence band) while at positive energies (conduction band) the
curves are featureless. Theory calculations for a GQD of this radius, ravg = 5.33
nm, correctly predicts the placement of the resonant states at negative energies for a
positive barrier, V0 = +0.42 eV, Fig. 5.8B. On the other hand a negative barrier (or
well) of V0 = −0.42 eV, instead predicts the resonant states in the conduction band,
Fig. 5.8C. For both calculations the Dirac point energy was set to ED = −0.28 eV
to match STS and ARPES measurements [19].
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Figure 5.8: Valence band states as a marker for barrier sign. (A) Experimental
dI/dV curves on a GQD of ravg = 5.33 nm showing sharp peaks at negative energies
but featureless at positive energies. (B) Theory calculation of the electron density,
|ψ|2 , for this GQD and a positive potential barrier, V0 = 0.42 eV. The resonant
states occur in the valence band. (C) The same calculation for a negative barrier,
V0 = −0.42, which instead shows resonant states in the conduction band. For both
calculations the Dirac point energy was set to ED = −0.28 eV. The logarithm of the
electron density was used for better color contrast.

5.5

Quantifying the trapping time of resonant Klein
states

The effectiveness of the potential barrier to trap electrons can be measured by fitting
the resonant peaks found in dI/dV . The trapping time, Ttrap , is related to the peakwidth via
Ttrap =

h
,
δε

(5.2)

where h is Planck’s constant and δε is the full-width at half-max (FWHM) of the
resonant mode. The results for five GQDs of different radii is shown in Fig. 5.9.
For the GQDs with ravg > 5 nm the general trend is of a dramatic increase in the
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Figure 5.9: Trapping time for GQDs of various radii. The trapping times
are extracted from Ttrap = h/δε, where ε is the FWHM of the fitted peaks from
STS curves. The general trend is for the N1 state to be the most weakly-trapped.
However, this is not the case for small GQDs of ravg < 3 nm.
trapping time from the N1 state to the N2 state, which agrees with the expectation
for improved confinement with incident angle. For the smaller GQDs there is an
opposite trend, with decreasing trapping time with increasing resonant mode. To
understand this unexpected behavior I performed detailed dI/dV point-spectroscopy
and closed-feedback dI/dV mapping of the small GQD shown in Fig. 5.10B. The
images in Fig. 5.10A reveal the LDOS(r) of the N1 and N2 modes with atomic
resolution. However, the ring-mode at N3 is only faintly-resolved. This is mimicked
in the dI/dV curves (Fig. 5.10D) recorded at the center (black curve) and edge (red
curve) of the GQD which can hardly resolve the N3 state. These curves differ from
typical trend seen in Fig. 5.6A, which show a decrease in the intensity of the N1
state and simultaneous increase in the intensities of the higher resonant modes as a
function of radial distance. For the small GQD the dI/dV curves instead show that
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the N1 state remains strong and sharp even at the very edge.
To investigate this behavior further I calculated the theoretical LDOS(r, E) (∝
|ψ|2 ) for a GQD with ravg = 2.76 nm, shown in Fig. 5.10E. The simulation is seen to
agree fairly well with the experimental values of the resonant modes. The discrepancy
may be due to the fact that the calculation involved a continuum model of the Dirac
equation whereas the GQD has a radius that is roughly 12 lattice constants. More
importantly, the model captures the trend seen in Fig. 5.9 of decreasing trapping
time from the N1 state. Linecuts of this map at the center and edge of the dot are
displayed in Fig. 5.10E. The radial behavior of these curves is in very good agreement
with the experimental dI/dV curves in Fig. 5.10D.
This result can be understood by recalling that resonance occurs due to constructive interference of Klein-refracted electrons inside the barrier region. For small
GQDs, where the Fermi wavelength satisfies λF  R, the transmitted electronic
plane waves do not fulfill many resonance conditions at the edges. Another way to
understand this seemingly non-Klein behavior in the small GQDs to is to study the
resonance conditions in Eqs. (B.19-21), which depend on three variables (ignoring
the Dirac point energy): the incident energy E, the GQD radius R, and the potential
strength V0 . Of these three variables, the radius and potential strength are fixed by
the Cu(111) substrate. Thus certain GQD radii are instrinsically off-resonance, and
do not display particularly sharp peaks at higher modes, a result which was predicted
theoretically by Schulz et al [93].
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Figure 5.10: Weak confinement for small GQDs. (A) Atomically-resolved simultaneous dI/dV images at the energies of the first three resonant Klein modes. For
N3 mode the ring structure is very weak. (B) Atomically-resolved STM topograph
for the GQD of ravg = 2.76 nm. (C) Theoretical calculation of the resonant modes
for this small GQD. The strength and spectral width of the modes follows the experimental trend in (A) and the trapping times in Fig. 5.9. (D) Experimental dI/dV
curves recorded over the center (black) and edge (red) of the GQD. (E) Theoretical
LDOS curves extracted from linecuts of the map in (C). These can be interpreted as
theoretical dI/dV curves and match well with the experimental curves in (D).
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5.6

Identifying the atomic structure of the pristine
graphene islands

I now clarify the atomic structure of the unreconstructed Cu(111) substrate that
generates these potential barriers. Recall that the Cu(111) reconstruction is due to
the top-layer copper being epitaxially-matched to graphene, i.e. a0Cu = aGr = 2.46Å
and the lattices are atomically aligned, θ = 0. This explains the lack of Moiré patterns
on the majority of the surface. Thus GQDs with different Moiré patterns indicate rare
areas of atomic and/or angular mismatch. We can quantify deviations from perfect
epitaxy by defining a pair of deviation parameters (δ, θ). Here θ is the twist angle
between graphene and the top-layer copper and δ is defined by

δ(a) =

a
− 1,
aGr

(5.3)

where a is the lattice constant of the top-layer of Cu(111). This parameter measures
the deviation from perfect lattice matching:

δ(a = aGr ) = 0
δ(a = aBulk
Cu ) = δ0 = 0.0366

lattice-matched

(5.4)

not lattice-matched.

(5.5)

Using this deviation notation, the perfectly matched substrate would be described by
(0, 0). Careful measurements of the Moiré pattern on STM images such as those in
Fig. 5.3A can yield estimates of both the lattice constant and angular orientation of
the underlying copper lattice. This is achieved using the Moiré equation, Eq. 4.7.
Figure 5.11A displays an atomic-zoom image of one of these GQDs. The Moiré pattern
on this GQD has a wavelength of λM ≈ 3.3 nm. For the non-lattice-matched surface,
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this wavelength corresponds to a twist angle of θ ≈ 3.8◦ and the simulated image is
shown in Fig. 5.11B. For the lattice-matched condition, this wavelength corresponds
to θ ≈ −4.25 and is shown in Fig. 5.11C. It is very clear that the lattice-matched
condition is a much better match than the non-lattice-matched condition.
It is difficult to precisely identify the copper structure underneath the GQDs. This
is because the Moiré pattern measured on the GQD can be produced by a range of
values for the lattice constants and twist angles, (a0 , θ), that produce λM ≈ 3.3 nm.
This is shown in a two-dimensional plot of the Moiré equation as a function of lattice
parameter and twist angle, Fig. 5.11D. A contour of constant Moiré wavelength
(black lines) is overlayed on the plot. Another useful number is the angle between
the graphene lattice and the hexagonal Moiré pattern, ϕ, given by

tan ϕ =

sin θ
.
a/aGr − cos θ

(5.6)

A plot of the Moiré angle in terms of the same parameters is shown in Fig. 5.11E. From
the experimental STM topograph in Fig. 5.11A, a range of values −88◦ . ϕ . −85◦
is measured and overlayed as contours on the Moiré angle plot. By also overlaying
the contour for the Moiré wavelength one can look where the lines intersect. This
gives a surface copper lattice constant of 2.464Å < a < 2.470Å and twist angle of
−4.4◦ < θ < −4.1◦ . Similar analyses on other GQDs with Moiré patterns displayed
similar behavior. Thus, one can understand STM topographs, such as Fig. 5.3B
which shows different Moiré patterns on neighboring islands, as islands denoted by
(δ, θ) with δ ≈ 0, Fig. 5.11F. Surprisingly, this suggests that although the surface
copper underneath the GQDs has not reconstructed, and is not rotationally aligned
to graphene, it continues to display a compressed lattice constant close to that of
graphene.
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Figure 5.11: Atomic structure of the GQD substrate. (A) STM topographic
zoom of the GQD in Fig. 5.3A. The Moiré lattice of λM = 3.3 nm is denoted by
arrows. (B) A simulation of (A) assuming the copper has its bulk lattice value,
(a = aBulk = 2.55Å) with the twist angle of θ = 3.78◦ needed to create the same
Moiré wavelength, λM . (C) A similar simulation for copper that is lattice-matched
(a = aGr = 2.46Å). (D) A 2D map of the Moiré wavelength as a function of (a, θ).
The black line is a contour of constant wavelength, λM = 3.3nm. (E) A similar map
for the Moiré angle. Lines of constant angle for those measured on (A) are included
as well as the Moiré contour. The intersection of these lines gives the combinations
(a, θ) that produce λM . (F) A cartoon of the top-layer Cu(111) surface showing
the majority area of perfect atomic alignment, denoted by (0, 0), interrupted by rare
patches of deviations from this perfect epitaxy, (δ, θ).
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5.7

Discussion and conclusion

This is the first reported spatial visualization of resonant Klein tunneling. (However,
a related effect of positron/hole emission from a supercritical Coulomb potential—
the so-called atomic collapse state—was detected by STM [111].) Previous STM
experiments have studied finite-sized patches of CVD-grown GQDs on the surface of
Ir(111) [82, 44, 100, 56]. I stress that the origin of quantized states in these studies
is very different from the resonant states I observe due to Klein tunneling. In the
former studies, the delocalized quantized states are due to the finite lateral size (∼ 10
nm) of the graphene film itself. This finite size acts as a nearly-infinite (negative)
confining potential, akin to the two-dimensional particle-in-a-box problem. This type
of confinement is ruled out by the positive sign (and weak magnitude, +0.42 eV)
of the barrier potentials studied in this chapter which were measured via dZ/dV
spectroscopy, Fig. 5.4.
Yet another alternative explanation is that spatial confinement of the Cu(111)
surface state [32] is responsible for the resonant modes seen on the GQDs [56]. This
scenario is clearly ruled out on two fronts. Firstly, the band edge of the Cu(111)
surface state is located at ∼ −0.45 eV, and so there should be no resonant states
below this energy (Fig. 5.12A). Yet I observed quantized states as low as −1.24
eV on the GQDs studied in this chapter. Secondly, as the copper surface state is
composed of a quasi-free two-dimensional electron gas, with effective mass m∗ , the
dispersion relation for the various resonant energies would be expected to be parabolic
[32]. This scenario is also ruled out with a simple calculation: I treat the pristine
islands as an infinite well that satisfies the boundary conditions ψ(r = R) = 0. I then
associate the first four resonant modes with the zeroes of the Bessel function of the
first kind, Jm (knm R) = 0, where knm = xnm /R is the wavevector, R is the average
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Figure 5.12: Massive Cu(111) surface state dispersion versus massless Dirac
dispersion. (A) The energy dispersion relation for the massive surface state on
Cu(111) as found by STM. Image adapted from [32]. (B) The dispersion relation of
the measured resonant Klein modes, assuming perfect confinement within an infinite
well, ψ(r = R) = 0. The dispersion is clearly linear with states well-below the copper
surface state band edge and thus cannot be due to confinement of massive surface
state electrons.
GQD radius, and xnm is the nth zero of the mth-order Bessel function. Figure 5.12B
displays a plot combining the resonant energies for all the GQDs (15 in total) in this
study. Though this is a crude approximation, the data is well-fit by a linear dispersion
that yields a Fermi velocity of vFSTM = (0.88±0.05)×106 m/s (in good agreement with
the bulk ARPES measurement of vFARPES = (1.04 ± 0.03) × 106 m/s [19]). The Dirac
point on the GQD is extracted from the y-intercept of the fitted curve and is given
fit
by ED
= +0.11 ± 0.04 eV. From STS measurements of the Dirac point off the GQD

(ED = −0.28 eV) and dZ/dV measurements of the potential barrier (V0 = +0.42 eV),
GQD
one would expect a Dirac point on the GQD of ED
≈ ED + V0 = +0.14 eV, within

the error of the linear fit. I note here that the resonant energies were corrected for
the shift of ~ωph = −0.067 eV (when applicable) due to the phonon-assisted inelastic
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tunneling mode in graphene [118]. Error bars of ±~ωph /2 were used for states that
displayed this inelastic mode and ±~ωph for those that did not.
Much like transparent materials of specific shapes (prisms, lenses) are used to
steer beams of visible light, NP junctions can steer electrons in graphene. A key
difference is that, due to the unique pseudo-spin structure of the graphene wavefunction, the refracted electron waves inside of the p-region have their momentum reversed
(while maintaining a positive group velocity) and thus the effective index of refraction
has a negative sign. In [108], Veselago showed that materials with negative index of
refraction can transform (incident) diverging rays of light/electrons into (refracted)
converging rays within the material and act as a perfect lense [80]. Similarly, ordered
arrays of patterned GQDs could act as electronic lenses. Though the GQDs in this
study were created naturally during CVD growth of graphene on copper foil, these
ordered arrays could be precisely tailored if one could somehow seed the copper surface (chemically or through plasma treatment) to create surface heterogeneities that
facilitate the growth and patterning of such Veselago “nano-lenses” [26].
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Appendix A
Density functional theory
calculations
The structural and electronic properties of our epitaxial graphene films were investigated with first-principle calculations using density functional theory (DFT) within
the local density approximation (LDA) as implemented in the Quantum Espresso
(QE) package [41]. Ultra-soft pseudopotentials (A. Dal Corso) with Perdew-Zunger
exchange-correlation functionals were used for C (4 valence electrons) and Cu (11
valence electrons). An energy cutoff of 30 Ry was used. Our supercells consisted of
graphene placed above four FCC stacked layers of Cu(111) as depicted in Fig.4d. A
vacuum region of 10.6Å above graphene was employed to separate periodic images.
The Cu(111) was strained with the same lattice constant as graphene. Convergence
tests showed that a lattice constant of a = 2.46Å minimized the total energy for this
√
√
slab geometry. I used hexagonal supercells of 1 × 1, 3 × 3, 2 × 2, and 3 × 3 with
respective uniform 21 × 21, 12 × 12, 10 × 10, 6 × 6 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grids
with zero offset. The bottom two copper layers were held fixed and the structure was
relaxed until the forces were less than 10−4 Ry/a.u. This gave an equilibrium C-C
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bond distance of d0C−C = 1.4208Å and a C-Cu(111) height of h0Gr−Cu = 3.2Å.
I next removed individual Cu atoms from the copper interface and once again
allowed the structures to relax. For these calculations containing Cu vacancies I used
√
√
√
hexagonal supercells of 3 × 3, 2 × 2, 3 × 3, 2 × 3, 4 × 4 with respective uniform
12 × 12, 10 × 10, 7 × 7, 6 × 6, 3 × 3 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grids with zero offset.
Interestingly, C-C bonds above top-layer Cu vacancies were found to shorten, creating
the Kek-Y shape from the main text. Individual carbon atoms above these vacancies
were also seen to shift slightly out-of-plane. I also found, not surprisingly, that the
√
√
C-Cu(111) distance depended on the vacancy density. For the 3 × 3 supercell
the C-Cu(111) distance reduced by 1Å to hvac
Gr−Cu = 2.2Å. This drastic reduction
is somewhat expected since 1/3 of the available surface Cu atoms were removed
(corresponding to a vacancy density of ρvac = 3.18 × 1014 cm−2 . The equilibrium
heights and C-C nearest neighbor bonds are plotted in Fig.S8. To test whether the
bonding network was solely due to the out-of-plane movement of C atoms above Cu
vacancies I repeated the DFT relaxation calculations with the graphene height fixed to
the equilibrium distance without vacancies h0Gr−Cu = 3.2Å, but allowed the graphene
C atoms to move in-plane. The results are plotted alongside the unfixed height
in Fig.6. I found that carbon bonds directly above Cu vacancies were shortened to
dn.n.
C−C = 1.4195Å±0.0002Å with next-to-nearest carbon bonds nearly recovering to the
equilibrium distance, dn.n.n.
C−C = 1.4207Å±0.0001Å, here uncertainties corresponding to
the standard deviation for all cell sizes.
Simulated STM images were calculated using the Tersoff-Hamman method [101]
on cells with unfixed graphene heights. A voltage bias of 150mV was used for Fig.
√
√
4.13B on the 3 × 3 unit cell, thus probing the empty states.
The vacancy migration energy barrier was calculated using the climbing-image
nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method as implemented in QE. The CI-NEB method
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finds the minimum energy path between initial and final states of a transition that
passes through the energy maxima at the saddle point. These calculations were
performed using a 4 × 4 copper supercell (63 atoms) without graphene, with a toplayer copper vacancy in the center of the supercell that hops to a nearest neighbor site
(Fig.5a, inset). For this large unit cell only the gamma point was sampled. This gave
an activation energy of Em = 0.7894eV, in general agreement with the experimental
value of 0.71eV [10, 71].
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Figure A.1: C-C bond-lengths and C-Cu heights from DFT calculations.
Top panel : Results of DFT relaxation calculations for graphene carbon atoms above
copper vacancies. The C atoms are free to relax in the z-direction (open symbols) or
are fixed to the equilibrium height without vacancies (closed symbols). For both calculations, the C-C bonds shrink above Cu vacancies for all cell sizes. At low vacancy
densities, the unfixed bond-length results converge to those with fixed heights. Bottom panel : The relaxed graphene-Cu(111) height in the presence of surface vacancies.
At low densities, the curves overlap as expected.
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Appendix B
Klein scattering from a circular
barrier
Our scattering theory begins with the linearized Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.19) but allow
for finite doping to shift the Dirac point, ED , away from the Fermi energy, EF , which,
for undoped graphene, ED = EF . For ED < EF (ED > EF ), the graphene is said
to be n-doped (p-doped). In what follows we set EF = 0 and we will focus on the
dynamics near a single Dirac cone at K+ ,

H0 = ~vF σ · k + ED σ0 ,

(B.1)

where σ0 is the identity matrix. Focusing on a single Dirac cone is valid as long as
the potential barrier is smooth at the atomic scale and does not cause intervalley
scattering (Section 2.4.2). For a circular barrier of radius R the potential is given by,

V = V (r)σ0 ,
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where
V (r) =




V0 , for r ≤ R


0,

(B.3)

for r > R.

The effect of the barrier is to raise or lower the Dirac point in graphene (Fig. B.1A),
creating a circular NP or PN junction. The full Hamiltonian is then given by H =
H0 + V. In matrix form this is




~vF k− 
V (r) + ED
H=
.
~vF k+
V (r) + ED

(B.4)

We can put this into circular coordinates by writing the canonical momentum operators as
e±iφ
k± =
i



i
∂r ± ∂φ .
r

(B.5)

Applying the Hamiltonian Eq. (B.4) on a two-component wavefunction, ψ = (A, B)T ,
yields a set of coupled eigenvalue equations

~vF −iφ
e
ξA =
∂r −
i

~vF +iφ
ξB =
e
∂r +
i


i
∂φ B
r

i
∂φ A,
r

(B.6)
(B.7)

where ξ = E − V (r) − ED . We separate variables in the wavefunctions A and B by
making the ansatz [47, 93, 94]



−ia(r)
ψ = eimφ 
.
iφ
e b(r)
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(The extra factor of eiφ in the sublattice-B wavefunction derives from the honeycomb
structure of graphene, Ch. 2.) Using this form of the wavefunction leads to


m+1
ξa = ~vF ∂r +
b
r

m
ξb = −~vF ∂r −
a.
r

(B.9)
(B.10)

We can de-couple these by applying each equation to the other. This gives two
separate Bessel equations of order m and (m + 1), respectively,

1
m2
2
0=
+ ∂r − 2 + κ a(r)
r
r


(m + 1)2
1
2
2
+ κ b(r).
0 = ∂r + ∂r −
r
r2


∂r2

Here
κ=




q =

E−V0 −ED
,
~vF

for r ≤ R



k =

E−ED
,
~vF

for r > R.

,

(B.11)
(B.12)

(B.13)

We solve this using the geometry of [47, 93, 94] depicted in Fig. B.1B. An electron is incident in the x-direction. The Jacobi-Anger expansion [7] of the incident
wavefunction is
 
 
 
∞
ikr
cos
φ
e
1 X m
1
1 e
1
ψi = √   = √
i Jm (kr)eimφ   ,
 = √
2 α
2
2 m=−∞
α
α
ik·x

(B.14)

where Jm is Bessel’s functions of the first kind, and α = sgn(E − ED ) takes care of
the proper sign of the sublattice-B wavefunction for electrons/holes. We can rewrite
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Figure B.1: Resonant Klein scattering at circular NP junctions. (A) The
energy landscape of the problem at hand. (B) Diagram of the energy landscape:
Outside the barrier electron states impinge and transmit into hole states inside of the
barrier. (These are adapted from [93].) (C) The first resonant state (E = 0 eV). (D)
The second resonant state (E = −0.1 eV). (E) A non-resonant state (E = 4.16 eV)
that instead of trapping the electron displays caustics outside of the barrier. (F) A
cartoon of classical electron paths in graphene behaving like light rays. The black
lines are caustics similar to those depicted in (E). (Image adapted from [63].) For
C-E, the barrier radius (dashed black line) is R = 4 nm, the barrier height V0 = 1
eV, and the Dirac point energy is ED = 0 eV.
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the infinite sum for the sublattice-B wavefunction to match Eq. (B.8)
 
 

1
0 
1
m+1
imφ  
i(m+1)φ  
i
−iJm (kr)e   + αJm+1 (kr)e
ψi = √
  .

2 m=−∞


0
1 
∞
X





(B.15)

Outside the barrier, the reflected wave (at r → ∞) should behave as an outgoing
free particle (∼ e−ikr ) and so the solution of Eqs. (B.11) an (B.12) is given by Hankel’s
(1)

function of the first kind (Hm (kr))




 
 

∞
0 
1
1 X m+1
(1)
(1)
i(m+1)φ  
imφ  
ψr = √
i
am −iHm (kr)e   + αHm+1 (kr)e
  (B.16)

2 m=−∞


0
1 
and the am ’s are the reflected wave scattering coefficients.
The transmitted electron inside the barrier must have a wavefunction that is finite
at r = 0 and so is satisfied by Bessel’s function of the first kind, Jm (qr),
 
 

0 
1
1
0
i(m+1)φ  
m+1
imφ  
i
bm −iJm (qr)e   + α Jm+1 (qr)e
ψt = √
  , (B.17)

2 m=−∞


1 
0
∞
X





where the bm ’s are the transmitted wave scattering coefficients and α0 = sgn(E − V0 −
ED ) takes care of the proper sign of the sublattice-B wavefunction for electrons/holes
inside of the barrier. Continuity of the wavefunction at the boundary of the barrier

ψi (kR) + ψr (kR) = ψt (qR)

(B.18)

and matching coefficients term-by-term leads to the determination of the scattering
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coefficients

am =

−Jm (qR)Jm+1 (kR) + αα0 Jm (kR)Jm+1 (qR)
(1)

(1)

bm =

(B.19)

(1)

Jm (qR)Hm+1 (kR) − αα0 Jm+1 (qR)Hm (kR)

(1)

Jm (kR)Hm+1 (kR) − Jm+1 (kR)Hm (kR)
(1)

(1)

Jm (qR)Hm+1 (kR) − αα0 Jm+1 (qR)Hm (kR)

.

(B.20)

Note that both am and bm have the same denominator. Resonant states—which
coincide at the same energy E both inside and outside the barrier—occur when the
denominator vanishes. Thus the resonance condition is
(1)

(1)
(kR).
0 = Jm (qR)Hm+1 (kR) − αα0 Jm+1 (qR)Hm

(B.21)

We can image these states by calculating

|ψ(r, eV )|2 = n = nin + nout .

(B.22)

Inside the barrier the electron density is written
nin = ψt† ψt
nin =

(B.23)

∞
∞
1 X X m−n i(m−n)φ ∗
i
e
bn bm {Jn (qr)Jm (qr) + Jn+1 (qr)Jm+1 (qr)} . (B.24)
2 m=−∞ n=−∞

Outside the barrier this is

nout = (ψi + ψr )† (ψi + ψr )
nout =

∞
X

(B.25)

∞
X


1
im−n ei(m−n)φ L∗n (kr)Lm (kr) + L∗n+1 (kr)Lm+1 (kr) ,
2 m=−∞ n=−∞
123

(B.26)
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where I used some short-hand notation

(1)
Lm (kr) = Jm (kr) + am Hm
(kr)
(1)

Lm+1 (kr) = Jm+1 (kr) + am Hm+1 (kr).

(B.27)
(B.28)

Examples of resonant Klein states are depicted in Fig. B.1C,D for a GQD of
radius R = 4 nm, potential barrier height of V0 = +1 eV, for undoped graphene,
ED = 0 eV. At these resonant energies the electron is trapped inside the barrier with
wavefunctions that appear like the well-known eigenfunctions of a circular drumhead.
For non-resonant states (Fig. B.1), there is no trapped electron state inside the
barrier. Instead the barrier refracts the electron waves leading to caustics. This
ability to witness light-like refraction of electrons in graphene has attracted much
attention, especially in the context of forming an electronic Veselago lens [26, 12] (a
lens with negative refractive index).
A useful quantity is the angular-averaged electron density
1
hni =
2π

Z

2π

ndφ.

(B.29)

0

Using the orthonormality of the roots of unity,

δmn

1
=
2π

Z

2π

ei(m−n)φ dφ,

0
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the angular-averaged densities simplify to
∞

1 X
2
2
hnin i =
|bm |2 Jm
(qr) + Jm+1
(qr)
2 m=−∞

hnout i =

B.1

∞

1 X
|Lm (kr)|2 + |Lm+1 (kr)|2 .
2 m=−∞

(B.31)
(B.32)

Validity of the scattering picture

The preceding solution of the circular potential barrier used the scattering picture of
quantum mechanics. It is instructive to also solve the problem using the steady-state
picture as was done in [48]. Starting from Eqs. (B.11) and (B.12), the radial solution
of the wavefunction inside the well is unchanged




 −iJm (qr) 
ψin (r) = A 
,
α0 Jm+1 (qr)

(B.33)

where A is a constant prefactor. Outside the barrier, at r → ∞, we choose outgoing
waves (∼ eikr ), and thus the solutions are the Hankel functions of the first kind




(1)
 −iHm (kr) 

ψout (r) = B 

(1)

αHm+1 (kr)

,

(B.34)

where B is a constant prefactor. Equating Eqs. (B.33) and (B.34) at the boundary
of the barrier (r = R) yields
(1)

(1)
0 = Jm (qR)Hm+1 (kR) − αα0 Jm+1 (qR)Hm
(kR).
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(Note that I used that α2 = 1 in the last step.) This is the exact same eigenvalue
equation (Eq. (B.21)) found using the scattering picture. Thus the resonant states
occur at the same energy and the form of the wavefunction inside the GQD is identical
in both pictures.
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